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RÉSUMÉ

Le Canada et l’UE partagent une culture politique similaire, basée sur le multilatéralisme

et l’utilisation des forces diplomatiques; néamnoins, au cours des quinze dernières

années, le Canada a parfois adopté des mesures de désarmement similaires à celles de

l’UE et différant de celles des Etats-Unis, contrairement à d’autres moments où il

s’agissait de l’inverse. Il en découle que la seule similitude des cultures politiques ne

suffit pas pour que la politique étrangère de deux entités différentes converge, et que de

ce fait, certaines conditions sont nécessaires afin que la culture politique prenne le pas sur

les intérêts matériels quand on touche aux enjeux de sécurité. En considérant les

décisions canadiennes, américaines et européennes relatives au problème des mines

antipersonnelles, ainsi qu’en étudiant spécifiquement le dilemme posé par la prolifération

nucléaire iranienne, cet essai tente de définir les conditions dans lesquelles la culture

politique nourrit la gémellité des mesures de sécurité.

Mots clés: constructivisme; néoréalisme; culture politique; Union européenne (UE);
canada; Etats-Unis; Iran; mesures de sécurité; mines antipersonnetles

ABSTRACT

Canada and the EU share a sirnilar political culture, one that is based on rnultilateralism

and the use of soft power; nevertheless in the past fifteen years Canada has been

sornetimes adopting disannament policies that are similar to those ofthe EU and different

from those of the US, while in other times it has been adopting policies that are sirnilar to

those of the US and different from those of thc EU. This indicates that similarity in

political culture alone is not sufficient enough to create convergence on foreign policies

and that certain conditions must first be met for political culture to take precedence over

material interests when dealing with security issues. Using Canadian, EU and US

decisions on anti-personnel land mines problem and Iran’s nuclear proliferation dilemma

as a case study, this paper analyses the conditions under which political culture plays a

role in fonning similar security policies.

Key words: constructivism; neorealism; political culture; European Union (EU);
Canada, United States; Iran; security policy; land mines
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the past decade there bas been a growing dissatisfaction with the

neorealist approach in explaining foreign policies, and a growing interest in using cultural

arguments to explain international relations and security policies. “In the post- Cold War

world,” argues Huntington, “for the first time in histoiy, global politics bas become

multipolar and multicivilizational.” During the Cold War global politics was bipolar but

afier the collapse of the comrnunist bloc in the late 1980s, that international system

became history. Hence, during the post-Cold War era, according to Huntington, “the most

important distinctions among people are not ideological, political or economic. They are

cultural. . .People define themselves in terrns of ancestry, religion, language, history,

values, customs, and institutions. They identify with cultural groups.”2 The neorealist

theories that dominated the field during the $O’s and early 9Os and were focused on

power, capability, political and economic distinctions suddenly seerned incapable of

explaining state behavior during the post-Cold War era, when states started acting very

ofien in a contradictory fashion to the prediction ofneorealist scholars. As a result ofthis

theoretical deficiency, and the increased importance of cultural affiliations, scholars of

political science and international relation started using other approaches to explain

states’ unforeseen behaviors.3

Culture as a variable appeared promising in explaining these phenomena; but we

must not forget that cultural explanations come in a multiplicity of forms such as miÏitary

‘Samuel Huntington. The Clash ofCivilizations. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997. p. 21
2 Ibid., p. 21

John Duffield. “Political Culture and State Behavior: Why Gennany Confounds Neorealism.”
International Oiganization. 53, no.4 (Autumn 1999). p. 765
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culture, strategic culture, organizational culture, global or world culture and political

culturc. In this paper I focus on the variable of political culture since, as Duffield puts it,

“Political culture promises to explain phenomena that are puzzling from the perspective

of leading noncultural theories, such as neorealism. Yet it is likely to apply to a broader

range of cases than do the alternative cultural concepts that have been ernployed.”4 I also

adopt Risse’s definition of political culture which refers to those ‘worldviews and

principled ideas—values and norrns—that are stable over long periods of time and are

taken for granted by the vast majority of the population. Thus the political culture as part

of the domestic structure contains only those ideas that do not change ofien and about

which there is societal consensus.”5

Notwithstanding the rising strength of cultural variable and political culture in

particular in explaining states actions since the end of the Cold War, the cultural

argument has also been criticized for its inability to explain some forms of state behavior,

such as those that states adopt despite their obvious contradiction with the prevailing

political culture. Thus, a doser look would lead us to realize that in order for the cultural

variable to be sufficient in explaïning state behaviors, especially in international security

domain, certain conditions need first to be met. Therefore, the question of this paper is

this: under which condition(s) does political culture play a leading role in shaping foreign

policies, and in inducing cooperation or non-cooperation on security policies regardless

ofthe state’s material gains or losses?

‘ Ibid., p. 766
Thomas Risse-Kappen. “Ideas do flot float Freely: Transnational Coalitions, Domestic Structures, and the

End ofthe Cold War.” International Organization. 48, no. 2 (Spring 1994). p. 209
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I argue that three conditions need to be satisfied simultaneously for political

culture to count as an explanatory factor for states implementing certain security policies.

First, the security issue which the state is dealing with needs to be perceived of as a low

threat or risk issue. Only then can a state’s action converge or diverge based on its

political culture. If it is otherwise, the state will take actions to insure its security and self

preservation regardless ofits political culture. Second, the public needs to be aware ofthe

issue, and public opinion has to be involved in the decision making process. Public

opinion can be either manifested through strongly expressed views in the street or

organized through NGO’s and civil society movements. Third, the political elite or policy

maker, be it a group or an individual, which is involved in the decision making process

must be an idealist, legacy seeker or a firrn believer in the issue as well as the political

culture that is being represented. In other words the policy maker or political entrepreneur

must represent and act on behalfofthe political culture ofthe collective.

In order to illustrate the importance ofthese three conditions which allow political

culture to matter in fonning foreign policies, I will first dernonstrate that Western

political culture lias some important variations. So, contrary to Huntington who groups

the West—Europe, Canada and the US—under one big cultural umbrella, 6 The West

now in my opinion is composed of two forms of political cultures that correspond to two

different levels of “cultural internalization.”7 Accordingly, the US lias a different political

6 Samuel Huntington. p. 46
Alexander Wendt. Social Theorv ofInternational folitics. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999.

p. 250, 254
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culture from that of Canada and the EU due largely to historical reasons, but also to

variations in distribution of capabilities that might shape state identity and have

independent effect on state interests.8 Thus, the US bas a political culture of what Wendt

would eau a second degree level ofintemalization,9 focused on self interest, unilateralism

and militarism. Canada and the EU, on the other hand, have a political culture ofthe third

degree which emphasizes legitimization of actions, multilateralisrn and the use of soft

power.tO Next, I compare the actions (including ends and means) of Canada to that of the

EU and the US regarding two different disarmament policies: banning personnel land

mines and stopping Iran’s Uranium enrichment. Research results demonstrate that

Canada converged with the EU but flot the US when it came to the land mine issue and

converged with the US but not the EU on the Iranian nuclear program. I attribute the

differences between Canada and the EU on the Iran question to the fact that the three

conditions I mentioned earlier were satisfied during the land mine situation but flot met

during the Iranian case. The fact that Canada and the EU acted differently when it carne

to policies on banning landmines than on prohibiting Iran’s nuclear ambitions—despite

the political culture differences between Canada and the US, and in spite of the polïtical

culture similarities between Canada and the EU—shows that political culture is not

sufficient to explain foreign policies on its own and that it needs to be looked at within a

framework of available circumstances.

8 Phulip Resnick. Tue Ettropean Roots ofcanadian IcÏentity. Peterborougli: Broadview Press, 2005. p. 8
Alexander Wendt. Social Theorv ofInternational Polltics. p. 246-312

‘° Ibid.
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2METHODOLOGY

This is a comparative case study to test under which condition(s) constructivism,

and in particular its political culture variable, will be able to hold a better explanatory

power than neorealism when dealing with international relations. In order to reach a

conclusive resuit on whether political culture matters in shaping Canada’s world view

and actions and under which condition(s) it does so, I first compare the political culture

of Canada to that of the EU and the US. Then I compare policies adapted in Canada to

that adopted in the EU and the US on two security/disarmament issues—the ban of anti

personnel land mines and the anti-proliferation of lran’s nuclear weapon. In this paper I

choose to focus on the EU as a whoie, instead of particular European member states,

because there seem to be a rise of CFSP role in the Council of the EU in both

disarmarnent issues: landmines and nuclear non-proliferation.

The research uses—as its primary sources—non-govemmental organizations

documents, unclassified government records and treaties, officiai statements of policy

makers which were published in national dailies and The Disarmarnent Digest which is

produced by the United Nations Department for Disarmament Affairs. These primary

sources shed light on the process of policy formulation and give an overview of security

poiicies and the influence of policy makers and civil society at the time of decision

making. This paper also uses—as its secondary sources—academic books, scholarly

articles and the opinion of various officiais which were obtained through one-on-one

interviews or during public conferences. Articles and book are mainly used to define

terms and formnulate the theoretical frame work of this thesis, while officiais perspectives
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are used to affinTi some predictions I made in this paper and to explore details about

certain security initiatives—sucli as the Ottawa Convention and the solutions to the

Iranian nuclear dilemma—in order to understand if and how civil society and policy

makers helped push forward these policies.

Traveling to Brussels was necessary to gather information, obtain a clearer picture

of the EU decision-making process and conduct interviews which enriched my thesis. I

spent three months last summer at KathoÏieke Universiteit Leuven in order to check their

library, which is rich with references on EU foreign policy; and to discuss rny topic with

professors who worked on related subjects. Then I spent eight rnonths in Brussels (from

September 2005 to April 2006) doing intemships within governrnental and non

governrnental organization. Also during this time I did fourteen—open ended question—

interviews with officers, managers, advisors, analysts, editors, directors or counsellors

from the: EU Commission- DG RELEX and ECHO, Council of the EU- Extemal and

Politi co/Military Transatlantic Affairs, European Parliament- Green party, European

Defence Agency (EDA), Canadian Mission to the EU, UK delegation to NATO, US

Department of State- during their EU visiting Programme, Center for Defence

Information (CDI), New Defence Agenda (NDA), International Security Information

Service (ISIS), European Policy Center (EPC), EUROPE’S WORLD, OXFAM and

PLAN.

In addition to these interviews, I had the opportunity to attend many public

security related conference of which quite a few dealt directly with the issues in this
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paper. I took advantage of the question-answer period to asked pertinent questions to my

research, which were answered by highly qualified speakers and experts from the

audience. One of the last conferences was on 23 Mardi 2006 in Brussels, organized by

the European Policy Center (EPC), titled ‘Iran’s nuclear program: a transatiantic

assessment’. The speakers were Gregory Schulte, US Ambassador to the International

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA); Gareth Evans, President and CEO, International Crisis

Group (ICG); and Bji5rn Larsson, from the European Council’s Middle East Task Force,

Secretariat Policy Unit. The EPC’s Chief Policy Analyst Antonio Missiroli chaired the

event. This conference shed light on the validity of the threat perception, due to Iranian

insistence on Uranium enrichrnent, from the US, EU and Iranian sides.

3. PART ONE (THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK)

3.1. NEOREALISM VS. STRUCTURAL-CONSTRUCTIVISM:

3.1.1. Main concepts of constructivism and their definitions

Those who cÏecicÏe on a country ‘s course in world politics cannot divorce
themselves front the inteiplay of underct,n-ents, of mood, tone or milieu, of a
climate ojfreÏing that almost inzperceptibly insinuates itself into concrete ideas
and actions. These ideas form tue parumeters of clecisions, or the boztncls of
acceptable policy behavior. —Robert Dalleck, 1983”

Constructivism is a distinctive approach to international relations which

emphasizes the social and inter-subjective instead of the objective dimension of world

politics.’2 It is a domain that stems from: post-modernism, which is sociological in origin

and is somewhat hostile towards daims of universal or absolute trnth that is external to

“Kim-Richard Nossal. The Politics of canadianforeign Poiler. Scarborough: Prentice Hall Canada, 1997.

p. 138
12 Alexander Wendt. Social Theorv ofInternational Folitics. p- l-2
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our reality and independent of our perception, and from post-positivism, which rejects the

idea [bat the scientific rnethod—logical reasoning and empirical experience—is the only

source ofknowledge.’3 Constructivism lias few forms with slight variations, but the focus

in this paper is on structural (a.k.a systernic) constructivism, which takes the structure of

the international system into consideration and hence is applicable for this study. 14

Systemic constructivisrn insists that international relations cannot be reduced to

rational actions within material constrains (as neorealism daims).’5 Its proponents accept

that anarchy is the characteristic condition of the international system, but argue that by

itself it means nothing.’6 for instance, anarchy of friends is ver’’ different from anarchy

of enemies. Although both are possible, the level ofthe state’s cooperation in the former

differs from the later. Thus, what matters is the variety of social structures that is possible

under anarchy and not anarchy itself)7

Systemic constructivisrn stands for idealism as opposed to rnaterialisrn (of the

neorealist approach), and for holisrn as opposed to individualism.’8 Thus, the collective

culture of a state at a given time is socially constructed through ideas that are shared.

These ideas are in general homogeneous, interdependent and shaped by sentiments such

as self-assertion and common fate. In tum these collectively shared ideas shape state

perception of interests and state identity. These interests may include: security, economic

‘ Ibid., p. 32-39
‘ Ibid., p. 2
‘ Ibid., p.l5-22
‘6 Ibid., p. 19-22

Ibid., p. 23-24
‘ Ibid., p. 26-32
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well being, ego, survival, autonomy, distribution of power intemationally and/or

maintaining a certain prestige.’9 In other words, for structural constructivists the national

culture of a state, with its various degrees of cultural intemalization or maturation, in a

system of anarchy with various levels of cooperation between actors, constnicts ideas

which form certain conceptions about interests. Consequently, state interests are not

given by nature and are flot exogenously forrned, as proponents of realism daim. They

are, in fact, socially constructed (figure 1).

Constructivists do flot say that “brute material forces”—such as distribution and

composition of states material capabilities, demography, natural resources and

geography—do not have a role in shaping state interest; but these scholars argue that

these material forces, which may have sorne independent effect on state interests, are not

the main factor in forming those interests. And unlike the neorealists, who daim that state

interests and identity are constrained by brute material forces, systemic constructivists

say that state interests and identity are generally shaped by collective ideas that are

socially constructed and are not limited to distribution and composition of the state’s

material capabilities.2°

For constructivists it follows that state interests and identity affect state behavior

and the structure of human association, whether this formed structure is materialist and

self-centered, or ideational and a seeker oflegitirnization of actions.2’ From here they say

that the structure of human association influences present and future practices and

‘ Ibid., p. 23
20 Ibid., p. 135-138
21 Ibid., p. 249-259
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interactions of state agents and states in the international system at large. This interaction,

however, is a historical social process; it is not static and it goes in a circle, where the

practices might end up changing the political culture. In tum this cultural change affects

the collective ideas, and these new ideas shape different states interests and identity. New

identities and interests produce new structures ofhuman association which then induce

Figure 1
Structural constructivism theoiy

international culture
at a given tirne —

(under sorne type
ofanarchy)

socially

constructs

ideas
collectively shared

shapes

perceptions of state’ s interests affect
and state’s identity

t
stat’s behaviors and

structure ofliurnan association
(materi alist or ideational structure)

brute material forces
may have independent

effect
on shaping state

interest by shaping
its political culture

influences present and future practices,
Interactions of agents

and historical social processes

in tum it can siowiy change

international culture
(from one type ofanarchy and so on (goes in a circle)
to another one)



new practices that might progress to change the political culture that we started with and

so on. Nevertheless, this circle goes on for centuries before it is completed and before

any tangible cultural changes occur, because the social construction of collective ideas is

a slow process that forms over a very long period of time and produces stable if not

stubborn collective identity and behaviors. That is why we find political culture to be

stable over a very long period of time and does flot change oflen, which is an important

aspect ofits definition and it allows political culture proponents to operationalize it.23

To analyze my case studies in later chapters, I employ Wendt’s constructivist

paradigm. The core of Wendt’s argument is that “Anarchy is what states make of it.”24

Thus, the type of anarchy which a state finds itself in during a certain pcriod in history

depends on the social norms and behaviors that tend to create or alter the view of

“agents” (in this case states) in themselves and in others.25 In chapter six of his book

Wendt identifies three “cultures of anarchy” at various points in the history of

international relations.26 Each culture of anarchy differs in its tendency for conflict; thus,

states act in certain ways, vis-à-vis each other depending on the distinct behavioral

standards of each culture of anarchy.27 A Hobbesian anarchy is based on the concept of

“kiil or be killed”; so with this type of anarchy, states view each other as adversaries that

will use violence and will stop at anything to protect their own survival.28 A Lockean

anarchy is based on the concept of”life and liberty”. Typical ofthis anarchical condition

22 Ibid., p. 366-369
23 Thomas Risse-Kappen. “Ideas do not Float Freely.” p. 209
24 Alexander Wendt. “Anarchy is what States Make ofit: The Social Construction ofPower Politics.”’

International Organization. 46, no.2 (Spring 1992). P. 391
25 Ibid., p. 2 1-22, 257, 369
26 Alexander Wendt. Social Theon; ojlnternational Polltics. p. 249
27 Ibid., p. 258
28 Ibid., p. 260, 265
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is states viewing each others as competitors who may use force to protect their interests,

as long as they avoid eliminating each other.29 A Kantian anarchy is based on the concept

of “perpetuai peace”; liere, we see states viewing each others as friends. Therefore, they

do flot use violence to solve disagreements, but instead work as a team against extemal

menaces.30

Each culture of anarchy lias specific norms that are known by ail the actors who

share that particular type of anarchy. Therefore, one can say these norrns constitute the

lowest common denominator of cultural values for actors.31 According to Wendt, these

nonns can be internalized to three distinguishable degrees.32 In the first degree, actors

comply with the norms solely due to fear of sanctions that may be imposed on them by

another more powerful actor; so compliance to the norm is a mechanisrn that is being

used by the actors to avoid punishment.33 With regards to the second degree, actors

comply with the nonus flot out offear of violence or care for legitimacy, but out ofneed

to advance their self interests; so compliance to the nonu is a mechanism that is being

used by the actors to get what they want.34 Hence, compliance with the norms at the first

and the second degree is just a means to an end, and when the costs and benefits of

compliance change, actor’s beliavior should change as weJl. Contrary to this, wlien

firnctioning at the third degree, actors comply with the norms not out of fear of sanctions

or concem for self interests, but out of desire to intemalize the norm as legitimate; so

29 Ibid., p. 279-2 80
° Ibid., p. 297-298
‘ Ibid., p. 250
32 Ibid., p. 254, 286

Ibid., p. 268-269
Ibid., p. 271, 287
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cornplïance to the norm is an end to itself, which is being used by the actors to

“construct” their states identities and interests.35

The first degree of cultural internalization—which states that compliance to the

norm is solely a function offorce—is not applicable to Canada, the US and the EU which

I examine in rny case studies. Thus, my focus here is on the second and third degree of

cultural internalization. We must realize that when Western states deal with each other

figure 2

Cultural degrees and Canada-EU-US position

Higli level

(Legitirnization)
3ed degree X X

Degree of
Cultural
Internalïzation

(Self interest) x
2 degree

Canada EU US

Low level

and with other non-Western states, they diverge in their behavior and exhibit different

degrees of cultural internalization. for instance, the political culture of Canada and the

EU—a structure that is based on multilateralism, sofi power and preference for moral

legitimization (as I will later demonstrate)—is a proof of a higher level or a “third

Ibid., p. 272, 305
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degree” of cultural internalization.36 On the contrary, the political culture of the US

which revolves around unilateralism, hard power and lack of concem over moral

legitirnacy, indicates a lower level or a “second degree” of cultural intemalization (figure

3.1.2. Differences between structural constructivism and neorealism

Contrary to structural constructivists, who put emphasis on collective ideas—and

not on material forces which they considered to play only a secondary role—in shaping

states interests, neorealists stress that in a system of anarchy, where there is no

overarching power above the state to enforce international mies, rational states compete

with each other and use their material forces in a self-help fashion to maximize their

interests; and unlike constructivists, who argue that state interests are not exogenously

given but socially constructed, neorealists believe that these interests are dependent on

the distribution ofpower arnong strong and regional powers.38

Neorealism is a dominant and persistent theoretical approach to study

international relations. Nevertheless, according to constmctivists, it paints a pessimistic

image of poiitics, where inter-state politics is essentialiy the realm of survival rather than

progress. Necessity, not rnoraiity, is the realist starting point for understanding

international relations. Although neorealism prevailed for a long time especially during

the Cold War, il was the subject of great criticism by constructivists since the early 90’s

36 Alexander Wendt. Social TÏieon’ oflnternational Fofltics. p. 254
Ibid.

38 .

T.V. Paul, and John Hall. International Order: andtÏie future of World Poht,cs. Carnbndge: Carnbndge
University Press, 1999. p. 4-5
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because it seemed inadequate in explaining: the end of the Cold War (i.e. the end of

balance of power), and the democratic peace theory, whicli daims that democracies do

flot go to war witli eacli other.4°

What is more relevant to this paper is that neorealism since the end of the Cold

War lias become less useful in explaining the differences in foreign policies between

Western countries or institutions;41 for instance, variation in disarmament policies

between Canada the US and the EU are flot easily understood by resorting to neorealism

alone. In addition, Kennetli Waltz, the father of neorealisrn, acknowledges that

neorealism does not aim to provide a theory of foreign policy.42 According to him,

neorealism aspires to explain durability rather than interruption in the international

system.43 The theory thus does flot try to predict or explain specific state actions; rather, it

attempts to explain the general mIes that regulate relations between states in an anarchie

international system.44 In fact, if neorealism stili dictated how states should behave

internationally, we would not have seen such important distinctions in foreign policies

between Western liberal democracies witli regards to non democratic societies.

However, this is flot the case and states are acting more oflen in a contradictory fashion to

wliat neorealism would dictate. for example, when we look at the issues of disarmament

and non-proliferation Canada sided with the EU on the banning of anti-personnel land

mines, and at the same time it sided with the US on Iran’s nuclear proliferation.

39John Duffield. “Political Culture and State Behavior.” p. 268
40Bruce Russett. Grasping the Democratic Peace: Principles for a Post-CoId War World. New Jersey:

Princeton University Press, 1993. P. 72-73
41 Samuel Huntington. p. 21
42 Kenneth Waltz. Theon’ ofInternational Politics. New York: McGraw-Hill Hurnanities, 1979. p. 12 1-123
43 Ibid., p. 117
44 ibid., p. 118
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Neorealist would say that Canada is “bandwagoning”, where it sides with the group that

insures its interests at a certain time.45 However, a doser look at the issue and a quick

calculation of Canada’s material gains and losses would demonstrate that Canada, in

purely econornic terms, did flot gain but in fact lost by spending a huge amount ofmoney

when it sided with the EU on the land mine issue. Hence, it looks like neorealism can flot

account fully for Canada’s action in the case of land mines; while political culture in this

case gives a better explanation to Canada’s action. That is because certain conditions

were met during the land mines issues, which is an important factor in order for political

culture explanations to take precedence over neorealist ones, while they were not

satisfled in the Iranian case. In fact, we must keep in mmd that neorealists’ explanations

work very well when it comes to Iran’s nuclear proliferation problem. In this case Canada

sided more with the US and disregarded its political culture and affiliation with the EU in

order to insure its security and survival; thus, at least one of the conditions for political

culture to play a role in shaping the international policy was not satisfied. 0f course, I

discuss these conditions in depth in chapter four where I deal with the case study in

details.

It is important to keep in mmd that the West is flot one big indistinguishable

entity, which is only trying to balance the power ofthe East in order to insure its survival

and economic interests. On the contrary, the West since the early 90’s is increasingly

divided along political cultural lines and each culturally distinct entity is trying to act

according to its collective values and world view, which produce at times policies that

can even be seen as antagonistic to state security and economic interests as generally

‘ T.V. Paul, and John Hall. p.72
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defined by neorealists. This is not to say that neorealism is flot right and that it eau flot

explam international policies, but it is to say that it is flot applicable to ail cases and “need

to be supplemented by more compiex approach to explain the drarnatic changes in world

politics.” 46 At the same time, systemic constructivism is flot enough to account for ail

security poiicies that Canada, the EU and the US adopt; it can supplement but flot

suppiant neorealisrn.47 Hence, we can say that there are cases where neorealism prevaiis

in explaining state’s behavior. However, thcre are other cases where systernic

constrnctivisrn makes a better job at explaining those actions; preciseiy because the

constrnctivist approach works better when certain conditions are met. In other words, in

order for a state’s identity to affect a state’s behavior certain condition must first be

satisfied, and when they are not then there is a politicai culture vacuurn which aliows

more space for pure survival and economic interest to take precedence. From here it

follows that determining the conditions, under which constructivism tnurnphs over

neorealisrn in explaining outcomes, becornes crucial .s

3.2. POLITICAL CULTURE:

3.2.1. What is it, why use it and where was it used?

Risse defines political culture as those “worldviews and principled ideas—values

and norrns—that are stable over long periods oftime and are taken for granted by the vast

majority of the population. Thus the political culture as part of the domestic structure

contains only those ideas that do not change ofien and about which there is societal

46 Thomas Risse-Kappen. “Ideas do not float Free1y.’ p. 18$
Michael Desch. ‘Culture Clasli: Assessing the Importance ofldeas in Security Studies.” International

Securitv. 23, no. 1 (Summer 1998). P. 158-169
48 Ibid., p. 169
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consensus.”49 And according to Duffield, political culture lias been used as a term to

emphasize the inter-subjective orientation of assumptions about the political world.

These assumptions and perceptions of members of a particular society guide and inform

their political actions. Three basic components of political culture have been

distinguished by scholars: “the cognitive, which includes empirical and causal beliefs; the

evaluative, which consists of values, nornis and moral judgments; and the expressive or

affective, which encompasses emotional attaclirnent, pattems of identity and loyalty, and

feelings of affinity, aversion, or indifference.”5°

There are four characteristics that define culture in general and thus political

culture variable, as a branch of cultural approaches, in particular. Firstly, political culture

is an ideational variable, a mental activity common to a particular group; whether it is

defined in a cognitive, evaluative or expressive term or defined as a combination of these

three. Therefore, culture needs to be distinguished from two other phenornena; behavior

and “formal institutions that exist extemal to human actors.’ In order to be able to use

culture as an independent variable, to explain policy outcomes and to avoid circular

argument, culture, behavior and institutions sliould be treated independently from one

another; only then we can measure the effect of culture on behaviors and on institutions.5’

Secondly, political culture is a collective variable, one that is shared by many individuals

that constitute the group and flot particular to certain individuals. Norm, values and

feelings must be common to the whole group that constitutes the unit we are looking at;

whether this unit is a region, an institution or a state. Thirdly, political culture is a

Thomas Risse-Kappen. “Ideas do flot float freely.” p. 209
° John Duffield. “Political Culture and State Behavior.” p774

Ibid., p. 769
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distinctive variable, so it is a defining characteristic that can distinguish one group,

institution, state, region from the other. These cultural distinctions becorne very important

when we are trying to explain variations of behaviors between groups in a similar

international structure. fourthly, political culture is a relatively stable variable; it is less

volatile than material forces. That is because material conditions are externally acquired

and oflen change over a long period of tirne, whule collective identity is socially

constrncted over a long period of time and thus changes very slowly and only as a result

ofdramatic events or great losses.52

The last characteristic of political culture, prccisely cultural stubbornness and

continuity regardless of changes in material forces, is very important from a scholarly

perspective. In fact, because of this continuity political culture can be seen as a useful

variable in forming causal mechanisms which explain security policies in terms of

culture. Cultural persistence is needed in order for political culture to be viable in

explaining consistent behaviors that do flot secm to be affected by the external

environment. Thus, when neorealisrn loses its adequacy in accounting for ail

disarmament policies in the West, other approaches, like structural constrnctivism and its

political cultural variable must be taken into consideration. In some cases and under

certain conditions cultural explanations can even have a better explicatory power and

prediction ability and hence offers a solid alternative to neorealism. Nonetheless,

culture as a theoretical approach cornes in different forms such as strategic, military,

organizational or political; so, which one should we choose?

52 Ibid., p. 770
Ibid., p. 768
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Like Duffield and Risse-Kappen, I argue that political culture is the most suitable

fonu of cultural variable to explain puzzling variations in disarmament policies in the

West, because political culture is a parsimonious concept that is “likely to apply to

broader range of cases and thus represents a more useful starting point in the analysis of

foreign and security policy than do other cultural concepts.” M In addition political

culture “subsumes most alternative societal-level cultural constructs, such as strategic

culture and military culture, while remaining focused on political phenomena in contrast

to national character.”55

3.2.2. Political culture debates and criticisms

There are basic ways in which political culture can directly influence behavior of

the collective; as such, political culture helps define the political goals of the group.

Actually, it can define the way a state or an institution perceives its interests and in tum

the way they pursue policies that will insure these interests. In other words, culture can

shape group identity and hence affect the structure of their association; depending on

whether the goal ofthe group is to have a materialist or an ideational type of association.

In addition, political culture can shape the group’s perception of the external

enviroment. As a result, the group pays particular attention to certain events and actions

that challenge their political culture, while neglecting other that do flot touch their

identity. Also, political culture may eliminate or put emphasis on certain actions. Thus,

some behaviors or policies become an impossible solution while others become viable

Ibid., p. 774
Ibid., p. 777
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options depending on the lirnits that political culture draws for the group. Finally,

political culture can “condition the group’s understanding” ofthe solutions and outcomes

at hand. Hence, perception of outcomes of certain behavior may vary from one state to

the other depending on the political culture of the state, which makes some solutions and

outcomes impossible to sorne states yet acceptable to others.56

Applying political culture as an independent variable to account for security and

foreign policies lias been criticized for years due to various reasons. One of tliese

criticisms considers the study of tlie effect of political culture on states behavior as

“etlinocentric”, one that is not based on empirical evidence but on feeling or intuition.

However, “these early criticisms were addressed through an increased use of more

systernic techniques such as sample survey, quantitative content analysis, and structured

interviews.” Another common criticism is that cultural explanations are methods that

scholars resort to wlienever they are short of other explanations which are based on more

concrete factors. Clearly, this criticism does not flow from the inherit limitations of

cultural variables but from the way tliey have been used. Thus, scholars should not wait

for other explanations to be exhausted before they resort to culture. On the contrary, tliey

should look at it from the start, and define immediately the unit and the cultural forrn that

they are going to use—be it is institution, global, military or political—and remove

behavior from their definition of culture to avoid tautology. Finally, tlie most frequent

and serious criticism “concems the difficulty ofdefining, operationalizing, and measuring

cultural variables.” Political culture lias been criticized by many scholars—sucli as

Desch—for lacking a clear definition; liowever, one could object to this daim since Risse

Ibid., p. 772
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and Duffleld seem to give a clear definition ofpolitical culture (as was mentioned earlier

in this section.) Also, Desch’s criticism may apply to many other concepts, such as power

which is used by neorealist and lacks a clear definition as well. Add to that, Desch who

hirnself criticizes cultural approach concedes that “the definitional problem, however, is

largely one of application rather than principle, because it is possible to clearly define and

operationalize culture.”57

3.3. POLITICAL CULTURE CONDITIONS AND INDICATORS:

3.3.1. Predictions ofthe neorealist argument

The neorealist argument, which focuses predorninantly on the international

system and on the distribution of power and material forces,58 seems to suffer from

serious weakness if we wish to use it to compare disarmament policies in the West (i.e.

between Canada, the US and the EU). In fact, the West lias to a great extent a similar

international structure, type of anarchy (Kantian one that is based on friendship or

cooperation) and ideology (capitalism and liberal democracy). Neorealism in general

expects that Western supra-national institutions (like the EU) and states (like Canada and

the US) in that similar international system to behave in somewhat comparable fashion.

For instance, neorealists would expect Canada, the US and the EU to have similar

disarmament and non-proliferation policies because they face a similar form of anarcliy,

interests and ideology. Stili, this is not the case because these three entities represent

different sets of values (these values I discuss in details in chapter four); and these values

Ibid., p.773
58 Peter Katzenstein. “Japan’s National Security: Structures, Nonns, and Politics.” International Securitv.

17, no. 4 (Spring 1993). p. 88
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under certain conditions lead them to have different disarmament policies. Therefore, a

scrutinizing look at these values and circurnstances will help us understand how political

culture plays a role in forming foreign policies.

Although we can see that structural conditions and ideologies are clearly similar

in Canada, the EU and the US, Canada tends to follows the EU on sorne foreign policies

and the US on other policies due to variations in their political culture which plays a role

under certain conditions. However, despite the inclination of Canada and the EU towards

multilateralism and antimilitarism due to their political culture, when certain conditions

are flot provided we can see that they diverge on security policies. We can also dismiss

the neorealist argument that Canada is mcrely bandwagoning when it switches from the

EU to the US side because when Canada sides with the EU or the US on certain issues, it

does so despite its material losses and regardless of which entity might win or loose. It

only acts in a contradictoiy fashion to its political culture because certain conditions were

not met for this political culture to take precedence. For example, on the land mine issue

Canada sides with the EU and not the US, despite the fact that it incurred a significant

investment, manifested in the govemment spending $43 million since 2003 on Mine

Action alone.6° Obviously Canada is not bandwagoning in this case because there is not a

loser or a winner to side with one instead of the other. So, the only reason why Canada

chooses to side with the EU on this policy instead ofthe US is clearly due to its political

59Ibid.
60 Canada’s Department ofForeign Affairs. Canada s Guide to the Global Ban on Landmines: canada

Supportfor Mine Action, 2006. Available online from littp:!!www.mines. gc.ca/menu-en.asp
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culture. Neorealism in this case with its tenets can not fully explain this puzzling policy

variation.

On the other hand, Canada and the US adopt a similar policy when it cornes to the

Iranian nuclear proliferation ambition issue, which differs frorn that of the EU. With

regards to the Iranian issue Canada, the US and the EU have sirnilar goals—to stop

nuclear proliferation in Iran—but they use different rneans to achieve their ends—the US

and Canada push for sanctions while the EU pushes for negotiations. Neorealisrn in this

case can explain this policy variation in ternis of bandwagoning and material gains,

because the conditions that are needed for political culture to take residence in forming

security policies are not available. If neorealisrn was the only explanation to disarmarnent

policies in the West and balance ofpower was the only mean to attain security, we would

flot have witnessed such huge differences in security policies between Canada, the EU

and the US over the past fifteen years. furtherrnore, we would not have seen a country

like Canada adopting policies that are not necessarily in its best material interests. Hence,

neorealism works very well in explaining foreign policies when certain conditions are

lacking for political culture to take precedence, but if we rely only on the neorealist

school to try and explain every foreign policy since the end ofthe Cold War, then we will

be facing several challenges in explaining why Western states adopt different

disarmarnent policies. Only by supplernenting neorealisrn with political culture

explanations that we can clarify these puzzling behaviors.
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3.3.2. Predictions ofthe political culture argument

Neorealïsrn proved insufficient in explaining and predicting ail disarniarnent

policies in the West because it stresses that states in a similar international structure at a

certain time will have similar interests. In other words, according to realist state’s main

interest is security and material gains, and they try to insure their interests through

balance of power or bandwagoning. Therefore, the chief problem with neorealisrn—

which makes it different from social constrnctivism—is that it assumes a state’s interest

to be identical and exogenously forrned, and it considers the behavior to be dictated by

the external environment. However, and as my case study will prove, interests are flot

homogeneous in the West and actions varies as well, due to a number of reasons. first,

interests are socially constructed, and thus they depend on the perceptions of these

interests. 0f course, distribution of capabilities might have an independent effect on

shaping these interests, but only over a long period of time which makes it part of

historical development and thus culture formation. Second, a state’s identity which is also

socially constructed affect behaviors and policies which might be accepted or rejected

depending on the political culture of the group (their values and norms). Therefore, when

neorealists say that Western states are only concerned with bolstering their own security

and that they will achieve it solely through balance of power or bandwagoning is flot

necessarily correct, because what states conceive of as in their best interest might not be

the same and what it considers acceptable action might not coincide with the balance of

power idea. Also, and as this case study will show, under certain conditions where a

state’s survival is assured material gains and loses are not taken into consideration during

the process of fonuing a security policy. In addition, afier the end of the Cold War, the
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absence of ideological differences lefi a vacuum for cultural differences to gain

prominence and replace them.

In order to prove the aforementioned points, I choose for rny case study to

compare political culture and two disannament policies—banning of anti-personnel

landmines and interdicting proliferation of nuclear weapons in Iran—in Canada, the EU

and the US. I found that although Canada and the EU share a very sirnilar international

political culture (generally focused on soft-power-politics and multilateralisrn), which is

different from that ofthe US, Canada sided with the EU and not the US on the landmine

issue and it sided with the US and not the EU on the Iranian issue. In order to understand

the factors behind Canada’s decision, I analyzed the conditions under which political

culture operates.

I argue that, for political culture to have an impact on state behavior, three

conditions need to be satisfied simultaneously. Only when these conditions exist will

states act according to their political culture when it comes to security policies, regardless

of their econornic gains and losses. First, the influence will be particularly strong when

the international setting is characterized by relatively low level of complexity, and when

the security issue at hand is perceived of as a low threat/ risk one; only then states action

can converge or diverge based on their political culture and values. Otherwise states will

pursue actions that will assure their self preservation regardless of their collective values

since they will perceive of the issue as direct threat to their existence, and in this case

cultural and moral considerations play a secondary role. Second, political culture will
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also feahire more importantly as an explanation when the public is more aware of the

issue, aiid when public opinion is highly involved in the decision making process;

whether this opinion is manifested through strongly expressed views in the street or

organized through NGO’s and civil society movements. In general, public involvement is

more likely to happen when the issue at hand is considered over a long period of time,

and not under specific conditions when actions are decided hastily and under conditions

of high security or time pressure, such as in wartime. Third, political culture will have a

bigger role when the political elite—be it a group or an individual—who is engaged in

the decision making process is a political entrepreneur, a legacy seeker and/or a firm

believer in the issue as well as the national values that are being represented. In other

words the elite must represent and act on behaif ofthe political culture ofthe collective.

In order to opcrationalize political culture and its three conditions, we must

specify indicators for each condition and verify when they function.6’ With regards to the

first condition—which states that in order for political culture to matter the international

setting must flot be complex and the issue must not be perceived of as high risk—the

indicators for complexity are the high level of ambiguity or uncertainty and the tirne that

is needed to take a decision; while the indicator for high risk is the threat imposed on

national security or the fact that an issue is dealt with at a time of war. For instance, the

land mine issue is not a complex one because a state’s intentions and desires are very

clear, there is no ambiguity or uncertainty in the policy process, and it took only a year

between bringing the issue to the negotiation table and signing the treaty. In addition, the

land mine issue is considered a threat to human security only, not a threat to national

‘ John Duffield. “Political Culture and State Behavior.” p. 77$
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security or a state’s survival and it was flot an issue during war. However, the Iranian

proliferation issue is considered very complex because the intentions of the current

Iranian president (Mahmoud Ahmadinejad) are considered ambiguous and his future

goals are uncertain. Ahrnadinejad’s insistence on acquiring the “know how” on Uranium

enrichrnent—despite ail the other solutions given to him by the international community

to obtain nuclear power for civilian use through other less threatening ways—is not

understood or explained in a satisfying manner, and seems to bide behind it an aggressive

agenda which affects the level of trust in bis objectives. Moreover, the time it took to

negotiate this issue exceeded three years already and a conclusive plan of action has not

yet been reached. The issue is also considered a high risk one because nuclear

proliferation in Iran, a country which is perceived of by the West as an Islamic

fundarnentalist country that is antagonistic to Israel and Western liberal dernocracies,

poses a threat to national security.

With regards to the second condition—which stresses that political culture

features more importantly when the public is more aware of the issue, and when public

opinion is highly involved in the decision making process—the indicator for public

awareness is the level of public and/or NGO’s participation in the decision making; while

the indicator of public involvernent is tested by looking at the number of public

organizations or protestors who are dealing with certain policy. for example, if we study

the land mine issue, we can observe that the level of public participation during the policy

making process was very high, which indicates that there is public awareness.

furtherrnore, when it cornes to land mines NGO’s are highly involved and expressive,
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which is noticeable from the huge number of NGO’s and speeches that deal with this

problem and work with various govemments to find viable solutions. On the other hand,

if we examine the Iranian proliferation issue, we can see that the level of public

participation during the policy making process was close to nil, which indicates a lack of

public awareness. Furtherrnore, when it cornes to the Iranian problem NGO’s did not get

involved and the public did flot express their views on the issue.

With regards to the third condition—which ernphasizes that political culture will

have a bigger role when the political elite is an idealist wlio is trying to represent the

collective values of lis state—the indicators for such personal qualities are observed by

measuring the level ofthe elite’s cliarisma, honesty, experience or leadership which lie is

believed by bis group to possesses. For instance, if we look at the land mine issue when

it first came to the table in 1996, we can say that the Canadian Foreign Minister at the

tirne (Lloyd Axworthy), who bosted the conference in Ottawa, had a lot to do with

pushing for signing the agreement.62 He even “surprised EU representatives at the end of

the conference when he asked the delegates to retum to Ottawa the following year to sign

a cornprehensive ban-personnel land mines treaty.”63 This incident is a good indicator of

bis character; a staternent such as that shows bis leadership quality and his zeal for his

ideas and bis desire to leave a legacy behind him. Moreover, the fact that lie was

supported by bis government, and the Prime Minister at the time (Jean Chrétien),

demonstrate that lie was a tmsted man, with charisma and experience to pull sucli a

statement and to act according to Canada’s political culture. On the other hand, if we

62 David Long. “The European Union and the Ottawa Process to Ban on Landmines.” Journal ofEuropean
Public Policv. 9, no. 3 (June 2002). p. 433

Ibid.
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inspect the Iranian proliferation issue, we can observe that there is a lack of a prominent

leadership. So far, there bas not been a political entrepreneur’ in Canada—like

Axworthy—who can enforce bis own views and make his govemment adopt what he

believes to be the best solution to deal with the Iranian nuclear challenge.

Thus, we can predict with more confidence that political culture will play a

prominent role in shaping security and foreign policies if the three aforementioned

conditions are present. However, if one or more of these conditions are missing then it is

likely that political culture will flot be sufficient to explain these policies, and we will

need to resort to realist explanations which emphasize state survival, differences in

distribution of brute material forces, balance of power and bandwagoning arguments to

explain security and foreign policies.

4. PART TWO (CASE STUfflES—DISARMAMENT POLICIES)

4.1. CANADA, EU AND US POLITICAL CULTURE:

4.1.1. Political culture origins

The West encompasses some important variations when it comes to political

values and economic abilities; for instance, Canadian and EU political cultures—which

stress multilateralism and antimilitarism!soft power—are different from that of thc US—

which emphasizes unilateralisrn and militarism/hard power. The development of this

political culture variation between Canada, the EU and the US can be attributed to two

reasons: the first, and the rnost important, reason is historical; the second reason, which

might have some independent effect on shaping political culture and hence collective
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identities and interests, is material. In this section I start by defining the ternis

niultilaLeralism and soft power versus unilateralism and hard power. Next, I analyze

Canadian historical factors then the material ones, and their effects on shaping Canadian

political culture. Subsequently, I compare historical then material factors and their effects

in both the EU and the US. In the next section I draw conclusion about the similarity and

differences between Canadian, EU and US political culture and I dive deeper into the

different political culture fonus (table I).

Whereas unilateralism consists of perfonuing foreign policy without the help or

consent of allies,64 multilateralisrn is both the purveyor of “multilateral diplornacy” and

the support of institutions that facilitate this practice.65 The term rnultilateralisrn refers to

the “practice of coordinating national policies in groups of three or more states through

ad hoc arrangements or by means of institutions;” and the tenu multilateral diplomacy

refers to “working with coalitions of states, primarily but flot exclusively within formaI

associations or institutions, to achieve foreign policy objectives.”66 Multilateralism

“implies a willingness to maintain solidarity with these coalitions and to maintain support

for these institutions;” and multilateral diplomacy dictates encouraging others to follow

the same path regardless of “particularistic interests of the Parties” or “strategic

exigencies” that can exist in certain events.67 Thus, we can say that multilateralism

involves greater attention to the process of decision making than to the decisions

64
R.E. Allen, H.W. Fowier, and F.G. Fowier. The Concise Oxford Dictionary ofCurrent English. Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1990. p. 1337
65 Tom Keating. Canada and world order: The Multilateralist Tradition in Canadian foreign Policy.

Toronto: Oxford University Press, 2002. p.4
66 Ibid.
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themselves, and that it “suggests a subjective approach and a conscious commitment to

the process and substance ofthe association.”68

As for the term power, it means in general the capacity to get the resuits that one

desires;69 and soft power in particular means the “ability to get what you want through

attraction rather than coercion or payments,” which hard power relies on. Soft power

“rises from the attractiveness of a country’s culture, political ideals, and policies.”7°

Hence, soft power of a state is enhanced when its policies are perceived of as legitimate

by others. Seduction is often more efficient than compulsion, and principles sucli as

human rights, democracy and the mie of law are very seductive.7’ Both rnultiiateralism

and soft power are traits of Canadian and EU politicai culture for historical and material

reasons as I am about to demonstrate.

Canada “in certain respect is an odd kind of nation-state.” Canada became a

federation in 1 867, then a sovereign state since the Statute of Westrninster in 1931, and

finally a “constitutionaily modem” state since the adoption by Pierre Trudeau (Canada’s

Prime Minister) of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 1982.72 Canada was involved

automatically in the first World War in 1914 when Britain deciared the war.73 The

Canadian military divisions that were sent were mostiy forrned by volunteers; however,

because casualties were so high, in 1917 Canadian Prime Minister Robert Borden had to

68 Ibid.
69 Joseph Nye. Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics. New York: Public Affairs, 2005. p. I
° Ibid., p. x (Preface)
‘ Ibid.
72 Philip Resnick. The European Roots of (‘anadian Identity. p. 11

William Halsey, and Emanuel Friedman. Ment Stttdent EncvcÏopedia: Histon; of C’anacÏa. Vol. 4, New
York: Macmillan Educational Company, 1985. p.136
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send other divisions through conscription, which was highly contested in Quebec.74 In

1919 Canada joined the League of Nations to try to avoid another war where Canada will

have to participate in,75 since most officiais did flot see the war in Canada’s interest or

responsibility.76 Nevertheiess, in 1939 when Britain failed to appease Hitler and afier the

great depression that Canada faced in the 1930s, Canadian Prime Minister Mackenzie

King secured parliamentary approval to participate in the Second World War, and again it

despite Quebec’s disapproval of conscription.77 So, if we look at the historical and

geographical development in Canada, we can see that it had to juggie between

maintaining uflity at home, dealing with its colonial ties with Europe and living in

hannony with the most powerful nation in the modem world which is its neighbor to the

south—the US.78 Canadian officiais played a big role in the late 1940s in trying to

construct a multilateral framework that would “offset the dominant and potentially

domineering power of the United States and, at the same time, provide a stable structure

ofpeace and prosperity.”79 However, unlike the US, Canada’s isolationist desire to avoid

“entanglement in British foreign policy” did flot induce the govemment to decline

engagement in the League of Nations.8° On the contrary, membership was “actively

sought as an avenue for furthering Canadian autoflomy in foreign affairs... [it was] the

govemment’s strategy to gain recognition for Canadian autonorny while limiting the

country’s commitrnent to the international community.”81 In fact, membership in the

League of Nations secured Canada’s sovereignty and position, and it kept the country

‘ Ibid.
Ibid., p. 136-137

76 Tom Keating. p. 6
William Halsey, and Emanuel friedman. p. 137
Tom Keating. p. 1
Ibid., p. 2-3

° Ibid., p. 7
Ibid.
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away ftom the conflicts that were taking place in Europe.82 Hence, Canada’s initial

invoivement in multilateral organizations was very different from its involvernent in the

post-war period, because with tirne this “isolationist view” was fading away as the

League on Nations becarne a rallying platforrn for those who wanted to see Canada play a

role in world affairs.83 Later on, the Canadian govemment started to approach other

multilateral institutions (like the UN and NATO) with a different prospective since “the

country imrnerged from the Second World War as a significant global power.”84 Thus,

Canada’s “historical experience” persuaded its leaders to take a more active role and it

encouraged its policy makers to “look at multilateralism as the preferred mode to peruse

this activism.”85

On the material side, Canada is considered a middle econornic and rnilitary

power.86 Indeed, Canada acknowledges that it is not in the US league when it cornes to

econornic and military powers, and it is this fact that forced it to seek a rniddle power

status to separate itself frorn small powers, exert influence globally and maintain a special

status arnong great powers.87 Consequently, it had to influence others of its vision

without the resort to coercion and inducernents, which are beyond its rneans. It did so

through its moral authority as a “good citizen of the world” and its international

assistance.88 In general, soft power ofa state relies on three assets: its culture, when “it is

attractive to others;” its political values when it dernonstrates by exarnple; and its foreign

$2 Ibid
Ibid., p.8

84 Ibid., p.9
85 Ibid.
86 Ibid.
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Interview, Canadian Mission to the EU, Brussels, 2005
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policies, “when they are seen as legitimate and having moral authority.”89 Therefore,

Canada’s military and economic situation makes it lean towards the use of soft power,

where it uses its culture and institutions to attract and persuade others. It does so by

using peaceful tactics such as multilateral diplomacy and negotiations. It therefore avoids

using hard power as a solution. 90

The historical development of the EU is focused on Europe’s involvement in the

First and the Second World War, its commitment to peace and prosperity, and its need for

self protection from the hegemony of the US.9’ Afier years of bloody wars in Europe,

there was a desire to rebuild Europe and to prevent it from ever again getting involved in

such disastrous events. 92 Therefore, sorne European countries decided to join in

economic communities such as the ECSC in 1951, hoping that econornic cooperation will

spiil over to cooperation in other fields, and that economic integration will deter the

parties from going to war with each other. The ECSC led to the integration of six

countries two of which were major adversaries during the war—Germany and France.94

The EEC, which was established with the signing ofthe Treaty of Rome in l957, grew

from six states to include ten then fifieen and recently 25 member states since 2004.96 So,

what started as a deterrence mechanism from getting involved in another major war

again, becarne with time a way of life.97 These 25 European countries pool their

Joseph Nye. p. 11
90 Ibid., p. 31
91
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sovereignty and resources on issues that range from economic to high level security

matters.98 That is not to say that some policies—which are related to defence issues—are

not stili decided intergovernmentally; however, we are seeing a trend in giving these

issues up to be decided at the EU (supra-national) level.99 Thus, like Canada, EU’s

development and survival depends greatly on its involvement in multilateralism; not only

to insure that it will not get involved in other wars, but also to maintain a balance of

power against US’s hegemony while preserving the transatiantic alliance.’°°

On the material side, the EU is considered a strong economy like the US,’°’ but

more like Canada in regards to its military power; it too is flot in the US’s military

league.102 Therefore, in order to get what it wants, the EU relies on soft power instead of

hard power.’°3 According to the present EU Commissioner for External Relations, Benita

Ferrero-Waldener, during a press conference at the EPC on february 3, 2006 “the EU’s

strength resided in the use of soft power—diplomacy and development through trade and

aid—to bring about positive change. The crucial thing is to persuade emerging powers to

sign up to the rule of law upon which the present international order is based.” It is clear

from this quotation that Europe prefers using soft power to get what it wants, and we only

need to look at the results of this method in Central and Eastern Europe to realize how

effective it can

Mark Leonard. p. 65-6$
Interview, European Defence Agency, Bnissels, 2005
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One recent historical event that deflnitely shaped US’s contemporary approach to

international relations, is the end ofthe Cold War and the fact that the US emerged from

it victorious as a superpower.105 “The international system since 1990 has been unipolar;”

and the US carne out of the CoId War with technological dominance, military and

econornic prirnacyi°6 So, althougli the US supported to sorne extent multilateralism

during the early post-WW II period, it feit that it does not need to do so in the post-Cold

War era; ïndeed, it “becarne one ofthe UN’s principal antagonists in what developed into

a sustained attack on the whole practice of multilateral cooperation and international

law.”107 Therefore, this decline in US support for multilateralism formed a political

culture rifi between Canada and the EU, who support multilateralism and the US, who

does not support it to the same extent; and no doubt US’s superpower status and

hegernonic inclinations lead to its unilateralism.

On the rnaterial side, the US is considered a strong econorny and a great military

power.108 It ernerged from the Second World War and the Cold War victorious and

technologically advanced.’°9 These factors hclped to make the US a country that believes

more in the advantages of hard power and the use of coercion, deterrence, inducement

and sanctions to get what it wants,”0 instead of the use of attraction, persuasion and

diplornacy that Canada and the EU adopt to get what they want.111 History is full of

examples that demonstrate this point; one only lias to look at US’s policies during the

I05 John Ikenberry. American Foreign Policies: Theoretiecti Essavs. New Jersey: Longman, 2002. P. 573
06 TV. Paul, and John Hall. p. 31

107 Tom Keating. p. 111
108 T.V. Paul, and John Hall. p. 31
109 Ibid.
1t0JosephNye.p. 134-135, 139
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past fifteen years with regard to the Middle East to realize its preference for the use of

hard instead of soft poweri 12

Table 1
Political culture origins and effects

Country Canada EU US
Or region

Involvement in World Wars Involvement in EU building End of Cold War
Historical & & &
Factors seeking Independence Fear of US hegemony US victory

Middle economy Strong economy Strong economy
Material & - & &
Factors Middle power Middle power Great power

E -Multilateralisrn -Multilateralisrn -Unilateralisrn
F -Antimilitansm/ -Antimilitari srn/ -Militarisrn/
f Soft power Soft power Hard power
E -Legitirnization of actions -Legitimization of actions -No legitirnacy-self interest
C -High PC internalization -High PC intemalization -Low PC intemalization
T

4.1.2. Applying theoiy to case studies

From the previous analysis we can see the effect ofhistorical and material factors

on political culture. We can also conclude that Canada’s political culture resembles that

ofthe EU and differs from that ofthe US (table 1). Obviously, Canadian and EU political

112 Ibid., p. 140-141
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culture leans towards multilateralism and the use of soft power in the realm of foreign

affairs. Stiil, despite the fact tliat Canada and tlie EU share a similar political culture—

one that is based on multilateralisrn and soft power—in the past fifteen years Canada lias

been sornetimes adopting disarmament policies that are similar to tliose of tlie EU and

different from tliose ofthe US, whule at other times, it lias been adopting policies that are

similar to those ofthe US and different from tliose of the EU. In other words, the EU lias

been mostly following its politicai culture and the US lias been mostiy regarding its self

intcrests, while Canada lias been following its political culture sometimes and regarding

its self-interests in otlier tirnes (or bandwagoning witli the US). Thus, Canada’s beliavior

indicates tliat similarity in political culture—like in tlie case of Canada and the EU—

alone is flot sufficient enougli to create convergence on foreign policies ail tlie time, and

tliat certain conditions must first be met for political culture to take precedence over

material interests. Tliis is tlie case, prirnarily wlien dealing witli security issues. In order

to prove rny hypotliesis witli a case study, in tlie next couple of cliapters I will compare

Canadian, EU and US decisions on tlie anti-personnel landmine problem and Iran’s

nuclear proliferation dilemma, to analyses tliese specific conditions under wliich I expect

political culture to play a significant role in forming similar security policies.

4.2. ANTI-PERSONNEL LAND MINES TREATY:

4.2.1. Who launched and supported this initiative? Why?

The Ottawa Convention or the Mine Ban Treaty is a formai “convention on the

proliibition of tlie use, stockpiling, production and transfer of anti-personnel landmines
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and on their destruction.”3 The treaty was later upgraded to include giving assistance to

victim relief, humanitarian aid and de-mining efforts.”4 Accordingly, this treaty only

covers APMs. So, other explosive devices against objects or persons—such as mixed

mines, anti-tank mines, anti-vehicle mines, anti-handiing devices and UXO—are not

included in it.”5 On September 1997, the treaty was open for signature in Oslo-Norway,

and on March 1999 it entered into force.”6 The ICBL 2006 report indicates that 154

countries signed the treaty and 151 ofthem aiready ratifled it,17 whiie 40 states have flot

yet signed it including the US.1’8 The report shows that Canada and ail ofthe EU member

states signed and ratified the treaty—except Poland (who signed but did flot ratify yet)’ ‘

and Finland (who did not sign the treaty, aithough it does not use or produce APMs,

because it shares borders with Russia who is a non signatory to the treaty which poses a

direct threat to Finish security).’2°

The first steps that were taken to deal with the “iandmines crisis” were addressed

at the European Parliament in 1992, where the topic was put forth as a humanitarian and

development issue that needs to be deait with in order to protect human security and

rights.’2’ So, one can say that the APMs campaign started as a European initiative and

113 David Long. “The European Union and the Ottawa Process to Ban on Landmines.” p. 429
‘‘ Ibid., p. 430
‘ Mines Action Canada. Global Survey, 2003-2004. p.6. Available online from

http://www.minesactioncanada.org/fjles/Global impact survey.pdf
116 Canada Treaty Information. Ottawa Convention, 2006. Available online from

ht://www.trea-accord.gc.caJDetai1s.asp?Treaty ID= 102758
II? International Campaign to Ban Landmines. States Parties, 2006. Available online from

http://www.icbl.org/treaty/members
11$ International Campaign to Ban Landmines. States liot Parties, 2006. Available online from

http://www.icbl.org/treaty/snp
“ Ibid.
120 David Long. “Ihe Furopean Union and the Ottawa Process to Ban on Landmines.” p. 438-439
121 Ibid., p. 431
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later got “hijacked” by the Canadians.’22 In October 1996, Canada hosted the so called

“Ottawa International Strategy Conference Towards a Global Ban on APMs.”23 NGOs

representatives and 71 states from ail over the world attended the conference,’24 and by

the end ofit Canada’s foreign Minister, Lloyd Axworthy, surprised and challenged states

delegates in lis closing speech, by asking them to rneet within a year to sign a Mine Ban

Treaty as follows:

And so Mr. C’hairman, I have one final point to add to your action plan. That point
cornes in theform ofboth an invitation and a challenge. The challenge is to see a
treaty signed no later than tue end of 1997. In the corning days, I wiÏl be writing to
yottr ininisters and to others not represented here to seek their views on Ïiow we
can rnove aÏiead together. I will telI them that f the will is there, Canada is
prepared to convene a meeting in December 1997 to sign such a treaty.’25

fortunately, the continuous negotiations and meetings between Mr. Axworthy and

foreign Ministers of various countries ovcr the whole year after the Conference were flot

in vain, because in December of 1997, 122 out of the 150 states who had attended the

Ottawa Convention have signed the treaty during tIc

TIc Convention required at least forty ratifications to corne into force.’27 Nine

months aller the “signing ceremony” that number was achieved; thus, by early 1999 the

122 Ibid., p. 431,434
123 David Lenarcic. Knight-Errant? Canada and the Crusade to Ban Anti-Personnel Land Mines. Toronto:

Irwin Publishing, 1998. p. 11
124 Ibid.

Canada’s Department offoreign Affairs and International Trade. Mr. Axworthv- NO. 96/4]- Adcfress
at the Closing Session ofthe International Strategy Conference in Ottawa, 1996. Available online
from http:/IwO 1 .internationaLgc.calMinPub/Publication.asp’?publication id=377025&Language=E

Canada’s Department offoreign Affairs. C’anada ‘s Gttide to tue Global Ban on Lancbnines: flic
International I%Jovement to 3cm Landmines—Ottawa Convention Signing c’onference anci Mine
Action foi-ion, 1997. Available online from hp:/Av.mines.gc.caJH/ll D-en.asp
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treaty became an intemationally binding law among ratifying states.’28 In order to

impiement the treaty, a ratifying state or a “State Party” must stop producing and

transfen-ing APMs, destroy ail the stockpiles of APMs in its possession within four years

and comply with other conditions of the Convention, like providing humanitarian

assistance to mine victims.’29 Under Article 3 of the Ban Mine Treaty, the State Party is

aiiowed to keep oniy a small number of mines for educational and research purposes,

such as mine-ciearance and mine-detection trainings, while under Article 5.1 the State

Party must, within ten years of ratifying the treaty, clear ail mines from areas under its

controi.’3° However, since this might be a hard mission for many states for reasons of

financiai difficulties or technology, Articles 5.6 and 6.1 permit these states to request an

extension or assistance at the annuai meetings.13’ For the first five years of the treaty

entering into force, these meetings are held annually at different States Parties ail around

the world to monitor progress. Later on, they might be held every five years or upon the

request of a State Party to provide an opportunity to discuss accompiishments and ask for

support. 132

According to the 2005 Landmine Monitor Report, 84 states and 8 territories had

been identifled as affected “to some degree by iandmines and/or UXO, of which 54 are

128 Ibid
129 Canada’s Department offoreign Affairs. Cancida Gilde to the Global Ban on Landinines:

hnplementing the Ottawa Convention, 2003. Available online from
http://www.mines.gc.calffl/rnenu-en.asp
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State Parties to the Mine Ban Treaty;” 133 such as Cambodia, Angola, Sudan,

Afghanistan, Colombia, Albania and Laos to name a few.134 Since 2003 the BHMAC lias

recorded in Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) alone tlie existence of stiil 18,600 iandmines,

despite ail the constant de-mining efforts.’35 Most of these mines lie along the deserted

front unes wliere opposing ethnic enemies fought tlie Bosnian-Serbian War (1992-1995),

“covering approximateiy 4.4% of tlie total landmass of BiH.”36 They were dropped by

NATO air-figliters wlien its troops intervened to stop the Serbian aggression in December

1995. 137 According to an interview I conducted with an expert on tlie issue, tlie number

of landmines could be higher tlian reported; no one knows preciseÏy how many mines

were buried but went unrecorded.

Realizing the urgency and gravity of tlie situation, Canada and the EU with the

help of various NGOs rnobilized quickly to deal with this dreadful liuman security

condition.’39 Tliey pursued policies, which were in accordance with tlieir political culture

and their aspiration to promote liurnan security giobally througli multiiateral cooperation,

despite the huge economic cost tliat tliey knew tliey would incur for this mission.

Actualiy, at tlie tirne the UN estimated that the cost ofremoving ail tlie active landmines

133 International Campaign to Ban Landmines. Landmine Monitor Report: Major Findings, 2005. Available
online from http://wwiw.icb1.org/lmJ2005/

‘34lnternational Campaign to Ban Landmines. States Parties, 2006. Available online from
http://www.icbl.org/treaty/members
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36 Ibid.
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will accumulate to US $33 billion and will take many years to accomplish.’4° Canada and

thc EU stiil joined in this international campaign that would flot only prohibit them from

the use, transfer and production of APMs, but that would also require them to destroy

their stockpile of it and provide humanitarian assistance and rehabilitation programs to

landmines victims.’4’ Canada’s Prime Minister in 199$—Jean Chrétien—in order to help

“universalize the land mines convention and allow it to achieve its humanitarian

objectives,” allocated CAN $100 million for this cause over a period offive years, which

was renewed for CAN $72 million for another five years (2003200$))42 At the same

time the EU allocated €60 million of its budget, which would be renewable over a period

of two years. Nonetheless, the estimate of total EU assistance for mine action during

2005-2007 surrnounts to €140 million.’43

It is worth noting here that the US response to the Ban Landmines Treaty was

different from that of its Western partners. lt was not because there was a lack of public

support for the treaty; in fact, several American NGOs pushed for it.’44 They did not sign

it because the US owns the biggest stockpile of these weapons. It is also the main

producer and user of landmines. Most importantly, it does not want to clear its stockpile

from North Korea or not be able to use them if necessary in that region.’45 In fact, the US
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141 Canada’s Department ofForeign Affairs. Canada ‘s Guide to the Global Ban on Landmines: Canada
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wanted to take part in the treaty, especially when it sensed that it was being lefi out ofthe

initiative,146 but the international community could flot convince it to bend on the North

Korea exception. Consequently, Canada and the EU signed a comprehensive treaty, while

US national security and realist considerations took precedence over humanitarian

security. In the end, the US acted according to its political culture, which is generally self

regarding, and did flot sign the treaty.’47

4.2.2. Canada, EU and US response in light ofpolitical culture

I argued earlier in this paper that Canada and the EU have similar political culture

which is different from that of the US. I also said that regardiess of economic gains and

loses, the EU will mostiy adopt foreign policies that correspond with its political culture, -

while Canada will sornetirnes do so as well, depending on whether certain conditions are

ail being satisfied or not. Then, by explainïng in the previous section the Canadian, EU

and US responses to the land mine issue, I dernonstrated that in this case political culture

did play a significant role and shaped these entities’ foreign policy. Clearly, Canadian

and EU’s general preference for rnultilateralism and their concem about hurnan security

distinguishes them from the US and makes them sign hurnanitarian agreernents, like the

Ottawa Convention, when the US does not. However, political culture on its own does

not account for the EU and the Canadian response. So, now in order to prove rny point I

wïll go on to discuss in detail those three conditions which made political culture matter

in the case oflandrnines.
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The first condition stresses that the security issue affecting the state needs to be

perceived of as a low threat one. As was mentioned in the previous section, APMs are

considered a low risk issue for Canada and the EU because it poses a threat to human

security but not to a national one; thus, strategically it is flot as important as Iran’s

nuclear proliferation for example. And yet, it is important enough from a humanitarian

perspective. The speech of Jean Chrétien, Canada’s Prime Minister, at the treaty signing

conference in 1997, demonstrates clearly that land mines are a hurnan security concern

more than anything else:

We have corne together today to bring an end to the landrnine epiclernic. The sting of
death that rernains long afi’er the g-uns grow quiet, long afier the batties are over. At
international coi?/rences, there is uÏwavs a great deal oftaÏk anci clebate. But the rnost
powerfu! voices here in Ottawa will not be Hie ones inside this conference site. They
will be the cries of tue victirns of landrnines—froni the rice flelds of CarnbocÏia, to the
subtirbs ofKahzd; frorn the rnountainsides of Sarqjevo to tÏie plains ojMozarnbique. A
chorus of millions of voices, pleacling 1t’ith Hie ivork1 dernanding the elirnination of
anti—personnel landrnines. ‘

Human Riglits Watch estimated that about 10 million landmines were produced a

year, while the US Department of States estimated that in mid-1990s there were around

90 million landrnines planted in more than sixty countries which resulted in about 40,000

casualties a year.’49 Still, landrnines in Iess developed countries are not considered a

direct menace to Canada’s or EUs survival and peace. Also, there are no landrnines in

Canada or in EU member states to worry about; so, political culture and moral

148 Canadian Govemment Libraiy and Archives. Jean Chrétien Speech cit 111e Treaty signing conference,

1997. Available online from http://xvww.collectionscanada.ca/prirneministers/h4-408 1 -e.html
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corisiderations can have the upper hand in this situation.’50 In addition, there was no

ambigui[y or uncertainty in the objectives behind this policy; on the contrary,

negotiations on land mines had a relatively transparent character.’5’ Certainly, public

attention to this grim issue was grasped not only by the statistics but also by the

testimonies of landrnine victims, who survived to tell their stories.152 These victims got

involved with important organizations, such as Landmines Survivors Network, and their

stories were picked up by the media and received words of sympathy from the Pope John

Paul II and celebrities like Princes Diana.’53

The second condition emphasizes that public opinion has to be involved in the

decision making process. Public pressure to get something donc on landmines was, and

still is, very prominent; ICRC, ICBL, MAC, are among few of the organizations that are

working diligently to eliminate this perfldious weapon and the suffering that is associated

with it.’54 Unfortunately, on the govemment side there is sorne hostility towards

NGOs.’55 Many politicians are irritated by NGOs taking their position on decision

making, when politician consider themselves to be elected representatives of the people

and thus better at judging what the people want.’56 Hence, there seems to be “a mutual

agreement betwcen NGOs and the govemment to keep a distance, operate in different
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‘ Cameron Maxwell, et al. b Walk witÏ,out fear: The Global Movement to Ban Landmines. New York:

Oxford University Press, l99$.p. 163, 168,173,176,180
Lloyd Axworthy. Navigating a New World: C’ctnacÏas Global Future. p. 139
Ibid.
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spheres and intersect only on specific issues.”157 Luckily, on the landmines issue

Caiîadiari Foreign Affairs officiais “rewrote the script” in cooperating with NGOs and

accepting their advice.158 for instance, in bis speeches Minister Axworthy quoted Red

Cross doctors—who deal with treating landrnines civilian victims, especially chiidren—

saying that the “worst resuits are flot physical. The most serious consequence was

psychological trauma, the aftermath of being suddenly mutilated, of having their lives

drastically changed for no reason. This required carefiul and often prolonged

counseling.”59 Indeed, there is a huge number ofNGO’s that got involved and pushed

the US, Canada and EU member states to sign the ban-land mines treaty.’6° However,

NGOs did flot succeed in the US because iandmines for the US are a national security

matter since it involves North Korea, and generaliy the US foliows its interests more than

international norrns. However, even without the US’s support the treaty was signed afier

a year of negotiations only, which makes it one of the fastest treaties to be signed and

ratified due to NGOs and public intense invoivement.’6’

The third condition focuses on the roie of the leader in setting the agenda and

pushing for the policy. The political entrepreneur who took the leading role on the APMs

treaty was definitely the Canadian Minister offoreign Affairs in 1996 under the Liberal

‘ Ibid.
158 Ibid.
‘° Ibid., p. 131
160 Richard Matthew, Bryan McDonald, and Kenneth Rutherford. Landmines andHuinan Securitv:

International Politics and Wars Hicicien Legacv. New York: State University Press, 2004. P. 6
161 Canada’s Department ofForeign Affairs. C’ctncida Guide to the Global Ban on Lancimines: The

Internationcil Movement to Bctn Lcmdm ines—Ottas va Convention Signing Conference anti Mine

Action Forum, 1997. Available online from http://www.mines.gc.ca!II/II D-en.asp
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Party, Axworthy (table 2).162 He is an idealist who is also a firm believer in Canada’s

rnultilateralisrn and soft power traditions.’63 In bis book lie says that his own resolve was

certainly strengthened wlien lie could not find an acceptable answer to bis young son’s

question, who asked him, while they were touring a landmine exhibition, “why would

any one use sucli weapons to kilI No doubt that Axworthy’s leadership

ability granted the success of the Ottawa Convention and bis nomination in 1997 to

receive the Nobel Peace Prize for his work on banning landmines, which lie did flot get

but was thankcd by the recipient—ICBL—for bis outstanding role in banning

landrnines.’65 However, Axworthy was flot the only Canadian officiaI who pusbed for the

treaty. Indeed, Minister Axworthy writes in bis book about the Ottawa Process:

There was gi-o1ving support at the public level and a well—organized campaign, anci a

number of governments saw the need foi- substantial change but nowhere to inake il

happen. It was at tÏiis point that Mai-k Moher, ouï ambassador foi- disarmament,

announced that canada would host a nleeting in Ottawa to plan /llow—up strate’. Ouï

govei-nment was eager to be involveci. As ecu-iv as 1994, mv pi-ecÏecessoi-, Ancire Otiellet,

bac! begttn b advocate to the deJ’itce mhiister. Davicl Collenette, the icÏea ofcleclcu-iiig ci

mo,-atoi-it,m on the use of land mines 1w Canadiun Jrces to cÏemonstrate Canadian
- 166seriousness.

-

According to Axworthy, the landmine problem was not new to bim when he took

over at foreign Affairs.’67 Apparently, lie became aware and interested in the topic

during bis time in opposition. Therefore, wlien lie came to office he “decided to give it

162 Canada’s Department ofForeign Affairs. Canada s- Gtiide 10 the Globcd 3cm on Lanchnines: Documents
anci Re.rearch Matei-ials-Judv Williams Speech, 1997. Available online from
http://wwwmines.gc.caJVIJ/V1I A xi c 2-en.

63 Lloyd Axwortliy. Navigating ci New lVo,-lcl: Cctnack: s- Global futtire. p- 1—2
Lloyd Axworthy. Navigating a New Wo,-ld.- Cct,icic!a Global Futw-e. p. 136

“i David lenarcic. p- 64
“ Lloyd Axworthy. Navigating u New Woi-ÏcÏ: Ccmada’s- Global future. p- 133

lbid. p- 134
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top priority so as to establisli Canadian leadership on the land-mine issue.”68 Axworthy

with his staff at foreign Affairs deveioped a three tier plan to tackie this matter. First,

they paid lots of attention to “strategy meetings” that prepared for the Ottawa

Convention. Second, they “stepped up’ diplomatic engagement at the UN to demonstrate

Canada’s interest and presence. Third, they worked hard to convince Canadian Defence

Ministry to get rid of Canada’s landrnines stockpile. On the day of the Conference in

1996, just before it started, Axworthy met with officiais from bis cabinet and with some

important NGOs representatives. He confesses that at that meeting no one new if the

Conference and his initiative to cail on countries to sign the Treaty within a year will

succeed but they were ail wiiling to give it a go. At that moment he realized that the

decision was in bis hands alone and lie said “It’s the riglit thing. Let’s do it.”69

Axworthy’s decision to take the lead, and bis incredible political will was fruitful. The

Canadian initiative shifled the movement on land mines from Geneva to Ottawa and

made the Ottawa Convention a Canadian as well as a liumanitarian legacy.’7°

So, we can conclude tliat despite the financial costs that Canada and tlie EU have

to incur, they pursued foreign policies based on their political culture when it carne to

landmines because these three aforementioned conditions were satisfied.

Table 2
Disarmament Pol icies and Decision-Makers’7’

168 Ibid.
‘69 Ibid.. p. 137
170 Ibid.. p. 134-135
171 Ibis isa self-made table, required gathering information from about 15 different sources
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Yearof Canadas EU
ratefying Prime minister Canadian Commiss- EU Htgh US

Year the and Minister 0f Minister President of ioner of repres- U.S. Secretary
Parties issue signing o! Foreign of EU Foreign entative U.S. Secretary 0f

Case involved started the treaty Canada Affairs Defence Commission Affairs for CFSP President of State Defence

Ottawa Canada +

Convention EU Only 1996 9116/1997 Chietien Axworthy Young Santer Bdttan na. Clinton Albright Cohen

US + Graham! Pratt/ Patteni
Iran nuclear Canada + Martin/ pettigrew/ Graharn/ Prodi/ Ferrero- Powet/

proaram EU 2003 na. Harper Mackay Oconnor Barroso Waldner Solana WBush Rice Rums[eld

4.3. IRAN’S NUCLEAR PROLIFIERATION PROGRAM:

4.3.1. Which parties are involved in this initiative? Why?

In 196$ Iran signed the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, which entered into

force in 1970.172 This legally binding treaty obligates five nuclear-weapon states (Britain,

China, France, Russia, and the US) to disarrn and prohibits the ratifying states from

pursuing proliferation ofWMD.’73 Nevertheless, Article 4 of the NPT, the third pillar on

peaceful uses, “allows parties to engage in peaceftil nuclear programs;” 174 such as the

production of nuclear energy for domestic use as long as it is under the IAEA

safeguard.’75 For years, Iran concealed the fact that it was building Uranium enrichrnent

facilities. Suddenly in August 2002, an Iranian opposition activist, Alireza Jafarzadeh,

revealed the existence of two unknown nuclear sites: Natanz Uranium enrichinent facility

172 Canada Treaty Information. Treatv on the Non-frohferation ofNuclear Weapons, 2006. Available
online from ht://vw.treaty-accord.gc.caIDetails.asp?Treaty ID= 103576

Canada’s Departrnent ofForeign Affairs and International Trade. Introduction to the Treatv on the Non
ProÏferation ofNucÏear Weapons (Nf T), 2006. Available online from
http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.calarms/intro-nuclear-treaty-en.asp

174 Ibid.
75 International Atornic Energy Agency (IAEA). In focus MEA ancïfrctn: Iran Sc/’gtictrc1s Agreement,

1974. Available online from http://www.iaea.org/NewsCenter/focus/Iaea1ranJindex.shtm1
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and Arak heavy water facility.’76 This discovery created tension between Iran and the

West and Iran’s nuclear activities became scrutinized and feared by the US, Europe and

Canada.’77 Therefore, by September of 2003 Gerrnany, France, and Great Britain or “the

big three” under the coordination of Javier Solana—the EU High Representative of the

Common foreign and Security Policy (table 2)—got involved in lengthy negotiations

with Iran, through an initiative knows as the E3/EU format, in order to solve the crisis

and failed to persuade Iran to abandon its Uranium enrichment program through a set of

political and econornic incentives.178

At first, the initiative seemed to be working since in December 2003 Iran—in an

attempt to increase its nuclear program transparency—signed (however stili did flot

ratify) an additional protocol to the IAEA Safeguard Agreement, which strengthens the

IAEA role by allowing its inspectors to access lran’s procurement information, energy

production facilities, certain military sites and research and development buildings.179

Then later in November 2004, Iran—in order to demonstrate its “peacefiul intentions” to

the West—signed the Paris Agreement with the E3/EU, which ernphasized that Iran will

“voluntary” and “temporarlly” suspend its Uranium enrichrnent activities until a

compromise is reached through further negotiations, and that it will stiil respect the NPT

‘ Strategic Policy Consulting (SPC). Biographv: Alirc’za Jqfarzadeh, 2005. Available online fiom
http://www.spcwashington.comlindex.php?option=com content&task=view&id=32&lternid=43

E European Union Institute for Security Studies (EU-ISS). Neu1etters no. 19: clictlogue itith frctn-the EU
Wav out ofthe Impasse, 2006. Available online from http:/!www.iss-eu.org/news1ttr/n19,pf

178 Ibid.
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). In Focits MEA and Iran: Safrguards Aciditional

Protocols Status, 2006. Available online from
http://www.iaea.or2fNewsCenter/focus/Iaealranhindex.shtml
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treaty md flot deveiop nuclear weapons.’8° On August 9, 2005, Iran’s Supreme Leader,

AyaLollah Ah Khamenei, issued a “fatwa” (a legai opinion based on Isiamic law) whicli

was reieased in an officiai statement to the IAEA, that the “production, stockpihing and

use of nuciear weapons are forbidden under Islam and that the Islamic Repubiic of Iran

shah neyer acquire these weapons.”8’ On September 15, 2005 the new Iranian president,

Mahmoud Ahmadinejad—who was eiected in August of that year—publicly stated at a

UN high-level summit that Iran is not developing nuciear weapons and that Iran wiil aiso

not forfeit its riglit under the NPT to develop civiiian nuclear power for peaceful

purposes.’82 In January 2006 Iran aliowed inspections ofnuciear faciiities by the IAEA,

and the IAEA concluded in its update staternent of that month that the faciiities were not

related to any secret military nuclear program.’83 The update also stated that Iran

infoniied the Agency that as of February 9, 2006 it desired to resurne Uranium

enrichrnent in small amounts for deveiopment of peaceful nuclear technoiogy, and the

update indicated as weii that “Iran lias continued to faciiitate access under its Safeguards

Agreement as requested by the Agency, and to act as if the Additionai Protocol is in

force, including by providing in a timeiy manner the requisite declarations and access to

locations.”84

° European Union Institute for Security Studies (EU-1$ S). Chaillot faper no. 89: Iranian Challenges,
2006. p. 106-107. Available online from http://wrww.iss-eu.org/chaillot/chai89.pdf

181 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). Publications—Documents: Information Circulars No.
657, 2005. p. 121. Available online from
http://www.iaea.org/Publications/Documents/lnfcircs/2005/infcircnr 12005 .shtrnl

182 United Nations. 60th, Se.rsion ofthe United Nations General A,rsemb/v: Presiclenticil statement—Iran,
2005. Available online from http:Hwww.un.org/webcastlga/601

183 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). In Foctis MEA anci Iran: Documents and Reports—
]anuarv Update, 2006. Available online from
http://www.iaea.org/NewsCenter/Focus/Jaealran]jndex.shtrnl

184 Ibid.
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On Febmary 4, 2006, the JAEA board of govemors issues a resolution requesting

the Director General ofthe IAEA, Mohamed ElBaradei, to report Iran’s nuclear activities

to the UN Security Council, and the resolution passed by a vote of “27 in favor, 3 against

and 5 abstentions.”185 Right afier the resolution ofthe Agency, Iran announced that it wili

resume its enrichment program—but ernphasized that it will stiil be for civilian and

domestic use—and that it wiil only cooperate with the IAEA within the legal limits ofthe

NPT and Safeguard Agreement.’86 In April 2006, Ahmadinejad publicaliy announced that

Iran managed to enrich Uranium to fiiei-grad/LEU (of 3.5%) with the use of its 164

cascading centrifuges; this fact was soon verified and confirmed by the IAEA.’87 The UN

Security Council on July 2006 declared that, after three years of investigation, the IAEA

is stiil unable to provide assurances about Iran’s nuclear activities beyond the shadow of

a doubt.’88 Thus, the Security Council ordered Iran to hait ail its enrichment activities by

August 31, 2006 or it may face political and economic sanctions. The General Assembiy

with a vote of 14 to I adopted this resolution.’89

Despite the repetitive verbal assurances by Iranian officiaIs and the fact that up to

the latest IAEA report there is no clear evidence of Iran enriching Uranium to nuclear

weapon-grade/HEU (which needs higher than 20% Uranium enrichrnent and about

‘ International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). In focus IAEA and Iran: Newr UjxÏate on JAFA & Iran—
Febi-uarv 4 Resolution, 2006. Available ouille from
http://www.iaea.org/NewsCenter/focus/IaeaIranliran timeline3 .shtml

186 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). In Focus IAEA and Iran: Documents andReports—
Febntarv IAEA Board Report 2006. Available online from
http:I/www. iaea.orWNewsCenter/focus/Iaealranlindex.shtml

‘ International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). In Focus IAEA and Iran: Documents and Reports—
April IAEA Board Report, 2006. Available on]ine from
http://www.iaea.org/NewsCenter/focus/IaeaIranIindex.shtml

88 Washington Post. Securit Councit Sets DeacÏlineJr Iran, 2006. Available online from
http://www.washingtonpost.cornlwp-dynlcontent/article/2006/07/3 I 1AR2006073 100353 html

189 Ibid.
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i6,(;UO cascading centrifuges),190 Western governments remain greatly concerned that

Iran i using its civilian nuclear programme to mask an undeclared rnilitary nuclear

agenda for several reasons. Firstly, Iran’s radical Islamic views and its overt (moral or

material) support to anti-Western “terrorist” organization such as Hezbollah raise many

red flags in the West.’9’ In fact, David Harris, a former agent with CSIS (the Canadian

spy agency) says that “Iran is the world’s most dangerous country, its fundamentalist ou

ricli, Islarnic regime a far more potent threat than the North Koreans today, or the Taliban

when it held power in Afghanistan.”’92 Harris also reminds us that “Ahrnadinejad has

also called Israel a disgraceful stain on the Islamic world and lias vowed to have Israel

wiped off the map.”93 So, although Iran now is stressing its commitment to the NPT, the

fear is that once it develops nuclear weapons it will act like North Korea and abandon the

treaty and seli its kuowiedge to rogue states and terrorist organization.’94 These intentions

were presented in Khamenei’s statement that Iran is “prepared to transfer the experience,

knowledge and techiiology ofits nuclear scientists.”195 Hence, the West views the verbal

assurances by Iranian officials and supreme religious leaders as time buying rnechanisms

that will change once Iran acquires nuclear defence capabilities. Second, lran’s Iack of

190
Global American Instimte. Informed Comment: Iran Can Nrnv Make Glowing Mickev Mouse Watches,

2006. Available online from
http://www.juancole.com/2006/04/iran-can-now-make-glowing-mickey-mouse.html

‘‘ Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS). Publications—Iran: Iran r support ofhie
Hezbollah in Lebanon, 2006. Available online from
http://wRvw.csis.org!cornponent/optjoncom csis pubs/task.view/id.3360/

192 Canada.com. News- World: Appeaseinent won ‘t Satiate hwi v Questfor Aral World Nuclear
Supremacv, 2006. Available online from
http://www.canada.com!topics/news/worldlstory.html?id=eO 14328f-l 24a-4 li c-8eb8-
e5c5a27f99 1 a&k=95729

“ Ibid.
New Threat Initiative (NIT). Issue ami cmalvsis: Iran, 2004. Available online from

http://www.nti.org/e researchle3 59a.html
195

Institute for Science and International Security (ISIS). Pztblication—Iran: Better arivts iiot
Centrifuges, 2006. Available online from
http://www.isis-online.or/pub1ications/iranliranissuebrief.pdf
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transparency, its failure to report to tlie IAEA the construction of nuclear faciiities and its

pursuit of nuclear technology covertiy for 18 years have fueiled suspicion in the West

that Iran’s nuclear programme lias a “miiitary dimension” to it.196 Indeed, in Febmary

2006, Eiflaradei reported that the Agency has flot seen clear indications of deviation of

nuclear material to nuclear weapons; however, lie aiso noted that there was a lack of

cooperation and transparency from tlie Iranian side over the past three years of deaiings

witli the IAEA,’97 which created, according to may Western analysts, a “confidence

deficit” regarding Iran’s intentions.198 Third, many govemments, inciuding the US, the

EU and Canada, do not understand Iran’s insistence on acquiring the ‘know how’ of

nuclear technology, and enriching Uranium on its sou if it was oniy for civilian use.

Actuaiiy, one ofthe alternatives or “can-ots” tliat was proposed by the E3/EU and refused

by Iran in 2004 was for the EU to provide ail necessary civiiian nuciear energy to Iran, as

long as tlie latter agreed to suspend ail its nuciear activities. ‘ In addition, the West

daims that Iran does not need nuclear power due to the fact that it lias tlie tliird largest ou

reserve in the world, and that nuclear power is more expensive for tlie Iranians to

generate than oii-fired power.20° However, Iran’s Ou Ministry Deputy for International

Affairs, Hadi Nejad-Hosseinian, argues otlierwise, insisting that at tlie current rate of ou

production (which is 1.5 billion banel a year), lran’s reserve (of i33.3 billion barrels)

96 International Atomic Energy Agency (TAlA). In Focus IAEA and Iran: Documents and Reports—
febrtictri’ Resohition, 2006. Available online from
http :/Iwww. iaea. org/NewsCenter/Focus/Taealranlindex. shtml

‘ Ibid.
European Policy Center. Iran ‘s Nuclear Programme-a transatiantic assess,nent, 2006. Available online

from
http://www.theepc.be/enlerasp?TYP=ER&LV=293&see=y&t=2&PG=ER]EN/detail&l=&AI=582

199 .

New Threat Initiative (NIT). Nuclear Chronologv: Iran, 2004. Available online from
http://www.nti.org/e research/profiles/Iranl 1825 4398 .html

200 Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). The world factbook: Ircm, 2006. Available online from
https://www.cia. gov/cia/publications/factbook/geos/ir.html
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will deplete within 90 years,201 and Iran does flot want to be dependent on others for its

domestic energy in the future.202 Lastly, an assessment made by the International Institute

for Strategic Studies (IJSS) in 2005 concluded that “if Iran threw caution to the wind, and

sought a nuclear weapon capability as quickly as possible without regard for international

reaction, it might be able to produce enough HEU for a single nuclear weapon by the end

of this decade.”203 Furtherrnore, in June 2m1 2006 US Director of National Intelligence,

John Negroponte, estirnated that Iran, if lefi unchecked, could build a nuclear bomb

between 2010 and 2015.204

Due to ail of the aforernentioned concems the West lias been exerting a huge

amount of pressure on Iran to reveai ail aspects of its nuclear programme and to stop ail

its nuclear activities. However, despite ail ofthis pressure Iran lias been slow to react; it

insists that the pressure is only a way for the US to prevent it from obtaining civilian

nuclear technology, which Iran is entitled to Iegally under the NPT, based Ofl

unsubstantiated fear of it developing nuclear weapons.205 The possibility of Iran

developing a nuclear weapons, or even knowing how to, causes a great concern in the

West since it poses a “threat to the stabiiity in the Middle East,” which is strategically

20 Alexander’s Gas and Ou Connections. News: Iran Mciv run otit of Oïl in 90 Years, 2005. Available
online ftorn http://www. gasandoil.comlgoc/news/ntrn54300.htm

202 BBC News. Analvsis: Iran ‘s Nuclear fuel Debate, 2006. Available online from
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle east15 235 732.stm

— International Institution for Strategic Swdies (IISS). Iran Strategic Weapons Programmes—a net
assessment, 2005. Available online from http:!/www.iiss.org/index.asp’?pgid=5498

204 BBC News. Middle Easi Newr: Iran Bomb within ]0 Yecn:ç, 2006. Available online from
http://news.bbc.co.ukI2/hi/middle east15039956.strn

205 Public conference: Q/A period, European Policy Center (EPC), Iran s Nuclear Programme-ci
transatiantic assessment, Brussels, 2006
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very important for the West to maintain.206 So, Canada, the EU and the US appear to

view these ambitions as an imminent threat to their national security and deem it a fatal

situation. For that reason they ail agree that they cannot aliow Iran to continue with its

Uranium enrichment program.207 However, when it cornes to Iran, despite the fact that

the West shares the same views/goais its entities do not seem to agree on the means to

achieve these ends. The US lias been pressuring the UN Security Councii and the EU to

enforce sanctions against Iran whuie the EU keeps pushing for diplomacy and

negotiations. This point is cieariy dernonstrated in the UN Disarmament Digest article on

Mardi 2, 2006 which was titied “US Gives Unenthusiastic Support to the EU Talks with

Iran”:

The United States gave haUhearted support Thursday to upcoming taÏks between
three top Ettropean nations anci Irai; over TeÏiran controversial nuclear program.
State Department deputy spokesman Adaiii Ereli said Britain, france and Germanv
taÏked ta the United States about friclav’s ministerial taÏks. “We’re ttnder no
illusions,” Ereli sakt The so-caÏled EU-3 “talkecÏ ta us about it,” Ereli saici. “As we
have thraughout this process, we’re supportive oftÏie EU-3 -- I think we’re working
well togetle,” lie said. “Lets’ sec what liappens on friday. “ “But the baseline is the
saine. Is Iran going to suspend enrichment activity? Is Iran goilug to retttrn to the
negotiatians? Or is Iran gaing ta continue, as ive think tÏiev have, to stail and
prevai-icate and extend things in a meaningless way in order ta avoicï censure?”
Whatever tlie outtcome ofthe taÏks betuveen the Europeanfiweign ministers andIran’y
top nuclear negotiatoi Ereli saicÏ the nzcttter shoudd go ta die Security Coutncil. “IVe
expect it ta couic tip at the Securitv Cattuicil afler A’Iarch 6, “he saicl. (Reuters,)20’0

Canada, when Iran’s nuclear activity was discovered in 2002, appeared to err on

the side of caution by not stating openly its unconditionai support for the US regarding

Iran’s nuciear problem. In fact, at first it was hard to infer cleariy from officiais’

206 European Policy Center. Iran Nuclear Programme-a transatiantic assessment, 2006. Available online
from
http://www.theepc.be/enler.asp?TYP=ER&LV=293&see=y&t=2&PG=EPJEN/detajl&1=&A1=582

207 Public conference: Q/A period, European Policy Center (EPC), Iran ‘s I’htclear Programme-a
transatiantic assessment, Bnissels, 2006

20$
United Nations Departrnent of Disarmament. Disau7naunent Digest: Feace andSecuritv thratigh

Disauynaunent, 2006. Available online from hp://disamament.un.org
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statements whether Canada was on the EU’s side (diplomacy) or on the US’s side

(sanctions):

The fitndamental goal... is to recognize that the profl/ration of nuclear weapons in
the Middle East wottld pose a serions threat to international peace and security, and
to propose positive steps ta be tuken to prevent the prohferation of nuclear weapons
in that regian. ClearÏy, Ismels’ adherence ta the Non-pi-oÏferation Trealy as a non

nuclear weapon state waztld be such a positive step. On tÏiat basis, Canada voted in
frivor afthis resalution last year, and has doue sa again this year. Nevertheless, it is
incumbent upon ail of the states in the Middle East ta demonstrate an itneqzdvocal
commitinent to nuclear non—prolferation... The long histoiy of Iran concealment of
its nuclear activities, revealeci as a result oftwo yeurs ofIAEA investigation, remains
a matter ofserious concern ta Canada. We believe the.. . . universal adherence to the
NPT andfiull compliance with ils obligations applies ta ail states, bath those otttsicÏe
and those inside the Treaty.209

However, since 2003 as time went by under the liberal party—and continuing

with the recent appointment of a Canadian Prime Minister (Stephen Harper) who

represents the conservative party and seems to be pro-American——it looks like Canada on

the Iranian issue has succumbed completely to the will of the US and is now swimming

with their current and echoing their voice. This continuity in the reaction against Iran’s

nuclear program, under both liberal and conservative parties, indicates that partisan

politics is not wliat is affecting Canada’s response. Instead, Canada’s beliavior is affected

by the non-satisfaction of the three conditions whicli are needed for political culture to

play a role in foreign policy. One only lias to read the following officiai statement of

Mackay, the current Canadian foreign Minister, afler the UN Security Council 1696

Resolution on 31 July, 2006 on Iran’s nuclear program, to realize liow Canada is

bandwagoning witli the US:

209 Canada’s Department offoreign Affairs and International Trade. TheRisk ofNuclearNon
Prahferatian in the Micidie East, 2002. Available online from
http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca!middle east’reso1utions/a6O 92-eov-en.asp
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Canada fitÏly supports the Resolution issued todav by the UNSC, reiterating the
international community ‘s serions concerns about Iran ‘s past and ongoing nuclear
activities... It aiso notes Iran ‘sfaihtre to complv with the measttres demandeci ofit in
the UNSC Fresidentiai Statement of March 29, 200& as weil as in variotts
International JAEA Board of Governors Resohitions... Through tÏuis Resolution, the
UNSC has made the suspension of Iran enrichment and reprocessing activities
1nandato1) Canada urges Iran to impiement this suspension immediateÏy and to
enter into negotiations toward a long-terni comprehensive settiement, on the basis of
the proposai offered on June 6 by the EU High Representative on beha,f of China,
france, Germanv, Russia, the United Kingdom anci the Uniteci States... Canada ctÏso
supports the UNSC determination ta reiiforce tue autÏiority ofthe IAEA in order ta
resoïve ail otttstanding issues pertaining ta the nature anci scope of Iran s’ mtciear
prograin. ‘anada urges Iran ta cooperate fitilv with the JAEA, inchuding through
resumed application of the A ciciitional Protocoi ta its Comprehensive Safeguards
Agreement, as a necessaly step toward a long-terni comprehensive settlement.21°

4.3.2. Canada, EU and US response in light ofpolitical culture

I also argued earlier in this paper that despite the fact that Canada lias similar

political culture to that of the EU, which is different from that of the US; it wiil adopt

foreign policies that do flot correspond with its politicai culture when three conditions are

flot met. Then by using the Iranian nuclear proliferation issue as rny case study I

demonstrated how Canadian material interests—and flot political culture—shape its

policies regarding this proNem. Canada, the EU and the US in this case ail have similar

fears and goal, which is to stop Iran’s Uranium enrichment program, nevertheless they

use different means to achieve this goal. In dealing with Iran the EU follows to a certain

degree its norrns and political culture, and hence it prefers the use of diplomacy and

persuasion. The US follows its interests and political culture, and so it favors sanctions

and use of force. While Canada in this case (unlike on the landmines issue) does flot

follow its political culture but considers its strategic interests and thus it bandwagons

210 Canada’s Department offoreign Affairs and International Trade. Newv Releases: Statement bv Minister
Mackav on UNSC Resolu tian on Iran ‘s Nuclear Prograni, 2006. Available online from
http://wO 1 .international.gc.caJminpub/Publication.asp’?publication id=3 842$6&Language=E
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with US, abandoning its soft power tradition in the adopting of the US’s hard power

rhctoric. The reason behind this Canadian behavior, is that the three conditions which are

essential to be satisfied in order for political culture to play the main role in shaping

foreign policies (that were present in the landrnines case) are absent in the Iranian

situation. In order to prove rny argument, I wiJl go on to discuss those three conditions

and their effects in detail.

The fïrst condition stresses that the security issue which the state is dealing with

needs to be perceived of as a low threat one. This is obviously not the situation here since

the Iranian problem poses a threat to national security and to the survival of the state.

Iraiïs nuclear ambitions are of great concem to the West; not only because Iran’s

purposes for insisting on enriching Uranium on their soil is arnbiguous to the West, but

also because Iran’s previous policies and staternents have had aggressive tendencies and

tones towards the West. Canada, the EU and the US seern to be uncertain that the Iranian

govemment would act responsibly and refrain from the use of nuclear weapons in order

to advance some of their Islamic fundamentalist goals.2” The fear of Iran’s advanced

nuclear program and its intentions to develop nuclear weapons is not new. In a joint

declaration released on June 3 2003, the G-8 nations—Canada, France, GenTlany, Italy,

Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom and the United States — harshly criticized Iran’s lack

of transparency and its failure to abide by its IAEA safeguards agreement. According to

the G8 “such actions undenuine the nonproliferation regime and are a clear breach.” The

G$ also said “We recognize that the proliferation ofweapons of mass destruction (WMD)

211 Public conference: Q/A period, European Policy Center (EPC), Iran NticÏear Programme-a
trctnscitlc,nic cissessinent, Brussels, 2006
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and theiï means of delivery poses a growing danger to us ail. Together with the spread of

international terrorism, it is the pre-eminent threat to international security.”212 Canada in

particular expressed its great concem about Iran’s nuclear program in its statement to the

47th General Conference ofthe IAEA on 16-17 September 2003:

Afitclear securiti’ ancÏ the threatposecl b)’ nuclear terrorism were clearly ut theJrefront
ofour concerns ut the last Generul Coi?fi?rence, however events during the last twelve
inonths have demonstrated, once ugain, that while new threats muv appeur, olci ones do
not consequently disuppear. In tÏiis regard it is ofparamount importance that the
international community with the stipport oJ’ the Agency continues to persevere in the
strongest possible way to prevent the proljferation of nttc!ear weupons, us they
continue to be the most seriotis threat to international peuce and security. We must
learn from pust experiences to ensure thut we are well eqtdpped to respond to these
renewed threats. We must emphasize to potential prolifrrators that there wilÏ be “zero
tolerance” fr non—comnpliunce with international non prokferatio,is florins und
obligations. North Koreas admission, lust fitil, that it haci u clandestine Uranium
enrichment program Jbr nuclear weapons pumposes unci its subsequent expulsion of
JAEA inspectom, the resumption of weapons inspections in Iraq and the subseqttent
war in that countn’, as well us the international commnunity’s grave concem about
Iraii nttclearprogram, have clearly brought back to the/refront ofglobal affairs the
tiireat of nuclear pro!jièration tÏiat is ut the yen’ origin of the NPT ancÏ this unique
organization.

The second condition emphasizes that public opinion has to be involved in the

decision making process. On the Iranian nuclear proliferation topic, public pressure—

whether organized through open dernonstrations or through NGOs—is absent in Canada

the EU and the US. The subject has been discussed for three years already solely through

high level officiais. Civil society appears to agree with their respective governrnents on

the problem and the solutions. However, the absence of civic participation rnight also be

due to the lack of governrnent’s transparency on the topic—which usually tends to

212 New Thseat Initiative (Nu). Nuclear Weapons: G8 Declarution on Iran Nuclear Programn, 2003.
Available online from htm://wvxv.nti.org!d newswire/issues/newswires/2003 6 3.html

I3
- Conference of Radiation Control Program Directors (CRCPD). 47th General Conference ofthe IAEA:

canadian Statement, 2003. p. 2. Available online from
http:/Iwrww.crcpd.org/Intemational Issues-Topics/IAEA
2003/Canada.pdfitsearch=%22canada%2C%20iran%2C%20nuclear%2C%20proliferation%2C%2
Osecurity%2C%20threat%22
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alienate citizens and creates apathetic feeling towards the issue—or it may be due to the

fact tha clic horrific effects ofusing nuclear weapons are flot as tangible on a daily basis,

as the consequences ofusing other conventional weapons like landmines.

The third condition focuses on the role of the leader in acting on behaif of bis

collective identity and pusbing for the policies that would advance bis countries political

culture. for the EU, Solana seems to be the main political figure dealing with Iran’s

nuclear file and he bas been trying hard to calm down the rising conflict between the US

and Iran. For instance, on Wednesday August 30, 2006, the Financial Times published

and article which stated that Solana is “ready to continue discussions with Iran over its

nuclear programme even though a United Nations deadiine for Tehran to restrict its

nuclear activities expires on Thursday.”214 “The 31 August date [to suspend enrichment]

is important because that xvas the date set by the Security Council, said a senior European

diplornat. But that doesn’t mean we can’t continue any exchanges with the Iranians. . .We

will be available to talk to them, there are things we are ready to pursue. 11e stressed that

the lack of unanirnity of the Security Council—and the hope that Tehran may yet agree to

suspend enrichrnent—are the chief reasons why the EU is set to keep the contacts going.

11e also added that the EU would seek to pursue ‘two tracks in parallel’—continuing

contacts, whule seeking to impose incremental restrictive measures on Iran.”215 As far as

the US is concemed, it is President Bush who bas been lobbying very strongly against

enrichmcnt. for example, in an article which was published on August 31 2006, also by

the Financial Times, US President George W. Bush announced that Iran had to face the

214 Financial Times. EU JUif! continue Nuckcir Talkr with Tehran, 2006 Available online from
http://www.ft.cornlcms/s/90a615 14-3853-1 ldb-ae2c-0000779e2340.htm]

215 Ibid.
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outcomes for its “failure to rneet a United Nations deadiine to hait its nuciear activities.

“We must flot allow Iran to develop a nuclear weapon. There must be consequences for

Iran’s defiance” Mr. Bush said, in a statement “seemingly intended to build international

support for sanctions on Tebran.” However, lis incendiary towards such measures “has

been underrnined by Russia and China’s continued resistance to sanctions.”216

Converseiy, in Canada there is obviousiy a Canadian leadership deficiency when it cornes

to Iran (table 2). Certainiy, it looks like there is a growing rifi between Canada’s foreign

policies on Iran (among other issues) and Canada’s political culture, especialiy since

Harper came to office in 2006. Moreover, Canadian Liberai and Conservative party

officials—like Martin, Harper, Pettigrew and Mackay—seem to lack charisma,

experience or popularity. Ail of these are necessary leadership qualities, without which it

becomes hard for a leader to consolidate his political culture into concrete policies that he

can convince bis govemment and other governments to adopt.

So we can see that regardless of the sirnilarity in Canadian and EU political

culture they diverged in their mood of actions regarding the Iranian problem. We can thus

conclude that politicai culture on its own is not sufficient to explain foreign policies; and

that when the threc aforementioned conditions are not satisfied states will pursue their

material interests, regardiess of their political culture orientation, in accordance with

neorealist predictions.

216 financial Times. US Savs Iran Must Face Consequences, 2006 Available online from
http://www.ft.comlcms/s/95b60d46-3909- 11 db-a2 1 d-0000779e2340.html
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5. CONCLUSION

Despite the prorninence of the neorealist approach in explaining states decisions

in the international realm, since the end ofthe Coid War the theory has been facing some

difficulties in accounting for ail states security decisions. At times states seem to be

adopting policies that are flot in their best interests—from a neorealist perspective—but

more in accordance with their political culture, whule at other time the opposite is trne. It

occurred to me that certain circumstances must be ripe for one approach to be more

employable than the other one to account for this policy alteration. Therefore, this article

addresses the conditions under which the political culture approach can be used as an

alternative to neorealism in order to explain security policies in the West.

I started by showing that Canadian and EU political cultures are similar, whule US

one is different. Canada and the EU prefer rnultilateralisrn and the use of soft power, and

the US prefers unilateralism and the use of hard power. I demonstrated that the reasons

behind this cultural variation can be attributed rnostly to historical and material factors. I

then used two case studies which deal with disarrnament policies—anti-personnel land

mines and Iranian nuclear proliferation—to illustrate that despite political culture

similarities between Canada and the EU, they have adopted different paths when they

tackled each issue. This again proves that political culture alone is not sufficient for two

entities to have similar security policies, and that certain conditions need to be first

satisfied in order for political culture to matter in fonuing foreign policies (table 3).
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I argue that three conditions need to be satisfied simultaneously for political

culturc to count as an explanatory factor for states implementing certain security policies.

First, the security issue which the state is dealing witli needs to be perceived of as a low

threat or risk issue. Hence, it lias to be an issue that threatens human security and not

national security. Second, tlie public needs to be aware of the issue, and public opinion

lias to be involved in tlie decision making process. Public opinion can be eitlier

rnanifested tlirough strongly expressed views in the street or organized through NGO’s

and civil society movements. Third, tlie political dite, be it a group or an individual, wlio

is involved in tlie decision making process must be an idealist, legacy seeker or a firrn

believer in the issue as well as the political culture that is being represented. In other

words the dite must represent and acts on behalf of tlie political culture of tlie collective.

The analysis presented in this paper suggests that when tlie three aforernentioned

conditions are present political culture cari be used as a viable supplernentary to

neorealisrn in order to explain Western security policies.

Table 3
Case study inferences

Conditions Political Culture Example Policy Comparison

Canada & EU same political culture
-low risk issue EU signs treaty to ban landmines
-public involvement play role landmines US does flot sign treat to ban land mines
-prominent leader Canada signs and supports EU

-high risk issue Canada & EU same political culture
-public absence does flot EU prefers negotiations and diplomacy
-no leadership play role han US prefers sanctions and use of force

Canada bandwagons and supports US
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Finally, by using rny two case studies I managed to dernonstrate how these

conditions were present in the landrnines case and absent in the Iranian one. Thus, I

inferred that the presence of the conditions in the former matter leads to prominence in

political culture explanation; whule their absence in the latter matter leads to prominence

in neorealist explanations.
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